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Imes, Humphries
eye future bills
before legislators
BY JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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Kenny Imes and Stan Humphries enter the last week of the
2013 Kentucky State Legislative Session with the same questions Sunday as nearly everyone else in Frankfort these days.
Will a legislative redistricting bill come from
this session? Will the pension bill passed by the
Senate then returned last week by the House of
Representatives now even be passed? Is the
hemp bill dead?
"1 hate to say it, but it's now down to being
like a game," said Imes of Murray, 5th District
state representative. "Now, with it so late in the
session, you're going to have all kinds of
amendments attached to make the bills have a
chance of passing. It's kind of like Senate Bill 2
(which deals with the state's pension crisis). The bill the House
sent back to the Senate doesn't even resemble how it looked
originally. I'm scared now that they won't even pass it.

Monday, March 4, 2013

Special to the Ledger
The 2013 Tornado Safety Drdl is scheduled for Tuesday March 5, at 9:07 a.m.
(local time): The National Weather Service
will trigger the alert announcing the drill.
The storm sirens in Murray'andHazel and
on the Murray State University campus will
be sounded, and schools will conduct a drill
in response, according to William (Bill)
Call, Calloway County director of
Emergency Management. This annual test is

needed to determine that all systems are
working properly and for plans to be tested
and practiced. If severe weather happens to
be in the forecast on that date, the drill will
be rescheduled.
Call said this is also an appropriate time
for persons, businesses and government
agencies to review their plans for how they
would prepare for and respond in the case of
severe storms. "Your weather radio should
sound its alarm during this drill, too, allow-

Murray says goodbye to seniors, Radke in final game

Staff Report
Kentucky State Police Trooper Jody Cash of Post 1 in Mayfield
responded to a two-vehicle accident Saturday at approximately
7:30 a.m, near the 11-mile marker on KY 94E.
Shelby Theiss, 20, a Murray State University student from
Louisville, was traveling westbound on KY 94 East in Calloway
County when the KSP reported she lost control of her 2005
Toyota Solara and entered the opposite lane of traffic.
William Blackford, 63, of Murray, was headed eastbound on
KY 94E in a 1996 Freightliner when the two met head-on,
according to the KSP.
Murray-Calloway County EMS reported to the scene and
Theiss was transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
where she was pronounced dead shortly after arrival, the trooper
reported.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department, Murray Police
Department, Calloway County Fire-Rescue, and KSPCommerical Vehicle Enforcement assisted at the scene.
According to Cash, there were icy road cenditions, but an
investigation into the accident is continuing.
An autopsy of Theiss was performed Sunday morning.
No other injuries were reported at the scene. Both Blackford
and Theiss were wearing their seatbelts, Cash said.
AIL
Cash said multiple accidents were reported in the region on
Saturday, mostly attributed to unsuspecting icy conditions.

Monday: Mostly cloudy,
/with a high near 53. South
southeast wind 8 to 14 mph,
with gusts as high as 20 mph.
Monday night: Rain. Low

around 45. South southeast
wind around 8 mph becoming
west southwest after midnight.
Chance ,of precipitation is 80
percent.'
Tuesday: A 50 percent
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a high near 50. West
northwest wind 7 to 16 mph.
with gusts as high as 24 mph.
Tuesday night: A 20 percent
chance of light snow. Cloudy,
with a low around 30.
Northwest wind around . 15
mph, with gusts as high as 22
mph.
Wednesday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 42. North
northwest wind 13 to 16 mph,
with gusts as high as 23 mph.
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ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL: Seniors LaTreze Mushatt, Ed Daniel, Isaiah Canaan, Stacy
Wilson, Brandon Garrett and Jordan Burge pose with Head Coach Steve Prohm for their last
home game on Saturday night against SEMO, just moments before longtime public address
announcer Paul Radke accepted a team-signed basketball and service award from MSU
Director of Athletics Allen Ward. Radke called his final game for the Racers on Saturday, as he
is set to retire at season's end. For full game coverage and notes, see Sports (pages 8-10).

The public is invited to participate in a town hall meeting next
Monday night focusing on the
problem of bullying.
The City of Murray Human
Rights Commission (HRC) will
host the town hall meeting at 7
p.m. Monday, March 11, in the
cafeteria of Murray Middle
School. HRC Chairman Jody
Cofer said Mayor Bill Wells
would start the meeting with
welcoming remarks, and Cofer
would then talk
about why the
commission
had made combating bullying
a key priority.
After a presentation from
Dr.
Allan
Beane, founder
Cofer
of Bully Free
Systems
in
Murray, Cofer said the crowd
would be divided into small
.groups. Members of'The HRC
will help lead discussions at
each of the tables, and attendees
will be encouraged to discuss
the problem of bullying and
how they think the commissioners can help to fight the problem. Cofer said Bobbie Bryant,
a former Murray resident who
works with the Kentucky
League of Cities, will act as
moderator when it comes time
to bring proposals before the
entire crowd.
The commission also plans to
host a free public screening of
the 2012 documentary "Bully"
on March 26. The movie follows the stories of several
teenagers who were tormented

See Page 2

2nd Annual "Light the Town Blue" project underway
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Starting in April, much of the
downtown area and several local
homes will have a blue tinge to
their landscape, and probably
for good reason.
Serving as a reminder to Child
Abuse Prevention month, blue
lightbulbs are being sold by the
Murray division of the Court
Appointed Special Advocates by
the Lakes (CASA), with today
being the last day for purchasing
before the final order is placed
this afternoon.
Lindsey Harlan, director of
CASA, said nearly 100 bulbs
were sold and displayed in 2012,
the inaugural season for the
awareness project, which came
about through discussions at a
board meeting until the group
decided to just run with the idea.
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ing you to test it. Persons who live in the
county, out of range of the city sirens, are
especially encouraged to have a weather
radio," he said.
The primary purpose of warning sirens is
to alert the public, especially those who are
outdoors, that an emergency situation exists.
Upon hearing a siren, they should seek shelter and turn on a radio, TV, or weather radio
for more information.
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-I'm very pleased with how it
has turned out," Harlan said of
the program. "It has turned out
to be an excellent conversation
starter, and we make sure to provide fact sheets
with local staand
tistics
numbers about
the problems
and cases in the
area."
With almost
40 more bulbs
sold for 2013,
Harlan
said
more businesses and individuals wishing to
decorate homes have jumped
onto the bandwagon, particularly on Olive Street, which she
said will be one of the more decorated areas come April.
In 2012, CASA-serviced
Calloway and Marshall counties

saw a combined 541 (203 in ignored over time, while some
Calloway, 338 in Marshall) children receive no direct servcases of abuse and neglect ices from court hearings.
Harlan said the need for
between them, but Harlan said
many cases either go unreported awareness stems from numerous
or are deemed not important by harrowing facts about child
courts for CASA, or even Social abuse in the United States:
• About 30 percent of abused
Services, to intervene.
Of the 541 cases reported. and neglected children will later
Harlan said 97 were served abuse their own children, only
through CASA last year, as continuing the cycle of abuse for
many of the cases stem from further generations.
• More than 90 percent of
physical, substance, sexual and
emotional abuse and require juvenile sexual abuse victims
immediate attention from local know their perpetrator in some
way.
authorities.
• Child abuse occurs at every
While Kentucky continues to
be a leading state in child abuse socioeconomic level, across ethcases, Harlan said there were nic and cultural lines, within all
enough reported cases last year religions and at all levels of eduto fill an elementary school just cation.
• More than five children die
in this region.
The scariest part, she said, are
the unreported cases, which genIN See Page 2
erally either go unnoticed or
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•Drills...
From Front
Call said this drill can also be
a reminder that citizens may
wish to add their phone numbers
to the county's "CodeRED"
alerting system's database. This
system is used to notify the public when especially hazardous
situations
are
expected.
CodeRED also pro/ides a
"Weather Warning" telephone
call for those who "opt-in" to
this service.
While this is not a full replacement for a weather radio, like a
siren it can provide a timely
warning in the event of severe
weather. Citizens can sign up
for the CodeRED service and
for the optional weather warn-

II Imes, Humphries...

•Bullying...
ing calls by going to the county
web page at http://www.callowaycounty-ky.gov/ and clicking in the "CodeRED" box at
the bottom of the page. Those
who do not have a computer
may call the County JudgeExecutive's office at 753-2920
and request to be enrolled in this
service. There is no charge for
the CodeRED service.
Call said Calloway County
has already had one tornado this
year, in January, and tornadoes
occur most often in April, May
and June. More information
about the Statewide Tornado
Drill may be viewed at:
http://kyem.ky.gov/statewidet
ornadosafet ydrill/Pages/defauIt.
aspx

From Front
•
by bullying, with one of them
even having committed suicide.
The movie was directed by Lee
Hirsch, who appeared in
Paducah last year when Maiden
Alley Cinema played the film to
sold-out crowds after the theater
western
campaigned
for
Kentucky residents to request
that the movie be played there.
Critics hailed the movie as a
powerful and emotional portrait
of a major American problem.
The Chen Theater will play
the movie at 4:30 and 7 p.m.
Tuesday, March 26. Although
the movie will be free, attendees
must have a ticket because seating is limited. Tickets can be
picked up at the customer service counter at City Hall, and any

Top bourbon maker Beam dips
into white whiskey distillation

tickets that have not been
claimed will be held at the theater the afternoon and night of
the screenings, said City Clerk
June Batts.
The HRC's next scheduled
regular meeting is April 8, and
commissioners plan at that time
to'use the''discussions from the
town hall meeting to plan possible actions the city could take to
help prevent bullying. The commission plans to follow this
meeting by recommending a
specific anti-bullying ordinance
to the city council. The ordinance will most likely be recommended to the council in
June after the council has gotten
the second reading of the 201314 budget out of the way. Cofer
said.

•CASA...
From front
every day as a result of child
abuse.
•The estimated annual cost of
child abuse and neglect in the
U.S. in 2008 was $124 billion.
To place an order, contact
Harlan at the CASA office at
761-0164 by the end of today.
The 60-watt, high-energy blue
bulbs cost $10 and will be distributed by volunteers before
April I.
For help with child abuse, call
1 (877) 597-2331 for the
Kentucky Child Protection Hot
Line. All calls are confidential.

From Front
-That means
now, you're
probably going
to have the
thing
same
we've had for
years. People
are going to be
asking, 'Who's
fault is it?"
Humphries
Imes, though.
has a leg up on Humphries, 1st
District state senator from
Cadiz. The Murrayan has been
through these types of situations
before, having served in
Frankfort as a state representative in the 1970s. Humphries is
a freshman and got a chance to
see how things are with SB 2.
"They altached sources of
funding through gaming and
online wagering, and I don't
think anyone is happy with
that," Humphries said. "We had
a bipartisan task force look into
it in the Senate and _it was
approved in our chamber by a
fairly wide margin.
"We're kind of scratching our
heads over that one."
Humphries is hopeful that his
Senate Bill 64 that allows for
high school students that graduate in three years to have access
Education
to
Kentucky
Excellence Scholarship money
to pay for college tuition will
have its day in the House this
week. He is also hoping the
Same for Senate Bill 123, which
is specifically designed for the

City of Eddyville in Lyon
County and asks for the city to
be reclassified from a Class 5
city to a Class 4 city to assist
with the county's recent
approval of an alcohol referen
dum.
Meanwhile, Imes is hopeful
that House Bill 5, which he cosponsored with House Speaker
Greg Stumbo of Prestonsburg
will get an opportunity in the
Senate. That bill, passed 99-0 by
the House last week, is aimed at
helping hospitals and other
healthcare providers to have a
quicker way of filing grievances
over Medicaid payments.
"That is very important, and
I'd be glad to see that go
through this week," Imes said.
"However, we've got other
issues out there that need attention of some kind.
"What about protecting the
unborn? What about the 2nd
Amendment (which covers the
U.S. Constitution's right to bear
arms)? What about the hemp bill
(that would allow Kentucky to
return to growing the crop provided Congress lifts a ban that
was imposed in the 1930s)?
"In the case of the hemp bill,
which I believe would get 75
votes on the House floor, it's
being held up by a Democratic
leadership all because that's
been pushed by a Republican
commissioner of Agriculture
(James Comer). It's a political
football, like everything else it
seems."

growth in the white whiskey category," he said.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Trey Earnhardt, a sales representative for a
Associated Press
CLERMONT, Ky. AP) The world's largest spirits distributor, said he likes the taste and verbourbon producer is dipping into moonshining's satility of Beam's white whiskey.
"It's going like crazy out in the market," he
colorful past to create its own batches of white
said while visiting the Beam distillery in
whiskey.
Beam Inc.'s newest spirit is called Jacob's Clermont on Friday.
Beam plans to back up the introduction with
Ghost in honor of Jacob Beam, founding distiller of its flagship Jim Beam brand. Jacob's Ghost print and digital advertising, Mason said.
Beam's other bourbon brands include Maker's
resembles the potent concoction that flowed
from the pioneering whiskey-maker's still in the Mark and Knob Creek. Its broad portfolio also
includes Sauza Tequila, Pinnacle Vodka,
1790s or from a moonshiner's still today.
But this is no run-of-the-mill hooch brewed in -Canadian Club Whisky and Teacher's Scotch
Whisky.
the backwoods.
The rollout of Jacob's -Ghost is part of an
"We have perfected the whiskey recipe that
Jacob created," said Jim Beam master distiller industrywide trend, as spirits-makers introduce
Fred Noe, a descendant of Jacob Beam. "Jacob's new flavors while sparring for shelf space in
bars and liquor stores.
Ghost is not a moonshine."
"Unique and premium innovations are helping
distillery
in
Jacob's Ghost, made at Beam's
to
drive the spirits category," said Kevin
at
Clermont, Ky., is an 80-proof whiskey aged
George,
Beam's global chief marketing officer.
least one year in a charred, white oak barrel.
"One
of
the growing trends we've seen is an Staff Report
canned goods and monies col- helped drive the program in the
Moonshine and other white whiskeys generally
lected will be delivered to the first place.
March,
Heights
Starting
.
in
white
whiskey."
interest
in
-go right from the still and into the bottle.
"We're very proud to implefacility
and added to the Food
begin
Corporation
will
Finance
twist
in
whiskey
also
gives
Beam
a
new
White
Beam says the aging adds flavors from the
Bank, which in turn will be ment the 'Pay It Forward' proCustomet
celebrating
key
driver
of
spirits
cocktails
competition,
a
wood that are missing in unaged whiskies and the
gram," Stanley said. "It gives us
Appreciation Days, revisiting relayed to citizens who need it.
moonshines. The process also gives the product sales amid a resurgence in the popularity of
Amanda Burnett, spokesper- a unique opportunity to partner
last year's appreciation theme of
a faint yellow hue. Bourbon matures in the same mixable drinks. Beam said its white whiskey is "Pay It Forward: Helping Our son for ,Heights Finance of with out customers in giving
type of barrels but for much longer, resulting in as versatile and mixable as vodka.
Murray, said,the local consumer back to the community."
.Community Together."
White whiskies long operated on the fringes of
Along with the food and fundits caramel color and smooth, distinctive taste.
In efforts to assist the comniu- finance branch raised nearly
than
ing
drive, each branch in the
Line,
more
Need
$400
for
white
whiskey
sales
nity, the company will be
Beam, based in Deerfield, Ill., is tapping into the spirits world. Last year,
will be providing refreshHeights
region
branch
in
the
other
any
goods
and
all
canned
accepting
up
more
than
a white whiskey category that amounts to a drop in the U.S. surpassed $7.5 million,
snacks for customers
ments
and
Corporation.
Finance
for
the
next
monetary
donations
according
to
in the bucket compared with Kentucky bourbon 300 percent from the prior year,
Friday
through the month
anyone
every
is
for
"This
service
proceeds
going
month, with all
sales. But white whiskey has started to carve out industry figures supplied by Beam.
directly to Need Line of Murray. whatsoever, no obligations," of March. Customer giveaways,
By contrast, Kentucky bourbon and Tennessee
a niche, thanks to regional craft distillers proFor every donor who brings in Barnett said. "A lot of area including a Kindle Fire HD, will
whiskey sales from producers to wholesalers either canned goods, financial churches wait and bring Their also be occuring, with the drawducing clear whiskey.
And it could lead to some friendly arguments rose 5.2 percent to 16.9 million cases last year, donations or. both, Heights goods to us because they know ing for the Kindle Fire set for or
according to the Distilled Spirits Council, a Finance will place a name plac- we'll match with a monetary around April 9.
over who churns out the best white whiskey.
For more information about
Spencer Balentine, who makes a white national trade association. Total revenue shot up ard in their office recognizing donation."
visit
and
the
company,
President
Stanley,
Tim
will
in
kind
donor,
and
the
whiskey at Silver Trail Distillery in the far west- 7.3 percent to $2.2 billion.
or
www.heightsfinance.com
Finance,
said
of
Heights
CEO
for
to
Need
Line
donate
$1
The industry lumps bourbon and Tennessee
ern Kentucky town of Hardin. has sipped
the unique relationship between contact Amanda Burnett at
displayed.
four
placards
every
whiskey into one category.
Jacob's Ghost.
At the end of March, all the business and clients is what (270)759-0310.
Silver Trail Distillery, in the western Kentucky
"It's good," he said. "But it's not as good as my
lakes region, can't make enough white whiskey
brand."
Beam competitor Heaven Hill Distilleries Inc., to keep up with demand, said Balentine, the
maker of Evan Williams bourbon, has had its head distiller. Balentine created his top-of-theline product, LBL Most Wanted Moonshine, as
own line of white whiskeys since 2011.
don't need to raise taxes to fund the government,"
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
Heaven Hill spokesman Larry Kass said sales a tribute to his family's moonshining tradition.
Graham said.
Associated Press
The recipe for the 100-proof whiskey was his
All of this comes ahead of a new, March 27
have met and in some cases surpassed expectaWASHINGTON (AP) — The spending cuts are
tions, but compared with its other brands, white grept-grandfather's. Balentine's father was a here to stay if you believe the public posturing deadline that could spell a government shutdown
and a debt-ceiling clash coming in May.
whiskey sales have been modest. Its clear moonshiner in the 1950s, and the distillery is Sunday.
Boehner said his chamber would move this
The Senate's Republican leader Mitch
whiskeys are unaged bourbons, rye whiskey and named after the main road his father took to
House Speaker week to pass a measure to keep government open
modest.
called
them
McConnell
avoid detection.
corn whiskey.
John Boehner isn't sure the cuts will hurt the through Sept. 30. McConnell said a government
Balentine said he landed a distributor last fall.
Beam started shipping its white whiskey
economy. The White House's top economic advis- shutdown was unlikely to come from his side of
recently, and the product will reach liquor stores Sales last year totaled about 300 cases, but he er, Gene Sperling, said the pain isn't that bad right Capitol Hill. The White House said it would
and bars nationwide in coming weeks. Beam projects that demand could reach 3,000 cases now.
dodge the shutdown and roll back the cuts, which
won't reveal production levels or sales expecta- this year. He's expanding his distillery to add a
So after months of dire warnings, Washington hit domestic and defense spending in equal share.
"We will still be committed to trying to find
tions, but company senior executive Rob Mason mash room that will allow him to produce more didn't implode, government didn't shut down and
doom.
Republicans
and Democrats that will work on a
didn't
spell
budget
trigger
$85
billion
the
day,
rather
than
gallons
every
other
than
1(X)
potential.
great
product
has
said the
politically viable bipartisan compromise to get rid bf the sequester,"
crafted
a
has
yet
And
no
one
week.
every
significant
create
going
to
believe
this
is
"We
Sperling said.
way to roll back those cuts.
Senate Democrats and Senate Republicans last
"This modest reduction of 2.4 percent in spending over the next six months is a little more than week put forward alternatives that would have
the average American experienced just two avoided the cuts, but each side voted down the
months ago, when their own pay went down when others' proposals. The House Democrats proposed
the payroll tax holiday expired," McConnell said. an alternative but the'House Republicans did not
"I don't know whether it's going to hurt the let them vote on it.
House Republicans twice passed alternatives
economy or not," Boehner said. "I don't think
anyone quite understands how the sequester is last year.
Obama has phoned lawmakers but it isn't clear
really going to work."
And Sperling, making the rounds on the Sunday to what end; the White House refused Sunday to
Al Lourdes, we believe that quality
news shows, added: "On Day One, it will not be release the names of lawmakers Obama phoned.
is as important as convenience
Boehner and McConnell said they had a producas
harmful as it will be over time."
when it comes to heart care.
Both parties cast blame on the other for the auto- tive meeting .with Obama on Friday. but it didn't
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D.,
matic, across-the-board spending cuts but gave lit- yield a deal.
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
"Well, no one can think that that's been a suctle guidance on what to expect in the coming
located in the heart of town, and
weeks. Republicans and Democrats pledged to cess for the president," said Mitt Romney,
offers in-office care for cardiac
Raid,Misar, 14 7:
retroactively undo the cuts but signaled no hints as Obama's unsuccessful rival in November's elecinservoontoonal
stress testing, echocardiograms,
Carir.froct
to
how that process would start to take shape. tion."He didn't think the sequester would happen.
hotter monitoring and more.
Republicans insisted there would be no new taxes It is happening."
Plus, as part of the Lourdes
Obama and the Republicans have been fighting
and Democrat., refused to talk about any bargain
network, Dr. Milcaps works
over federal spending since the opposition party
without them.
directly with the hospital's
"That's not going to work." said Sen. Kelly regained control of the House of Representatives
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
Ayotte, R.N.H. "If we're going to increase rev- in the 2010 midterm elections. Tbe budget cuts
and CT, angioplasty and stent
enue again, it's got to go to the debt with real enti- were designed in 2011 to be so ruthless that both
placement, cardiac surgery
tlement reform and real tax reform when you actu- sides would be forced to find a better deal, but
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
ally lower rates. ... I'm not going to agree to any they haven't despite two years to find a comproPain
Center.
rIPhIrry
Joao C",b3un.m
J Ovoid TOR D
C. Milft/gm D
more tax increases that are going to go to increase mise.
CArdlotecaor &nom
Canfloplie
Caddegist
The $85 billion in cuts apply to the remainder of
more government."
To schedule an appointment with Dr. Milsaps,
Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., said any tax the 2013 fiscal year, which ends Sept. 30. But
airdbcd;gy - Murray
without a deal they will continue slashing governincreases were unacceptable.
please call 1-855-490-4707.
"I'm not going to do any more small deals. I'm ment spending by about $1 trillion more over a
not going to raise taxes to fix sequestration. We 10-year period.

"Pay It Forward" program for Need
Line taking off at Heights Finance

Spending cuts seem here to stay
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James A. "Jitter" Allbnuen, 77, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday,

March 3, 2013, at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah. Arrangements are
incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Shelby Caitlin Theiss
Shelby Caitlin Theiss, 20, of Louisville, Ky., died Saturday,
March 2,2013.
Born in Louisville, she worked as a nanny during the summer.
During high school she danced for Dancer Pointe Studio in Pewee
Valley. She was a graduate of DuPont Manuel
High School, Louisville, and was a current junior
at Murray State University majoring in finance.
She was vice president of the Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority.
She was preceded in death by her grandmother,
Annette Prybylski.
She is survived by her parents, James and Jeanne
(Prybylski) Theiss; one brother, Mitchell Theiss;
grandparents, David Prybylski, Kenneth W.Theiss
and wife, Toya and Jean Theiss; and numerous
Theiss
aunts, uncles and cousins.
Funeral services will be held at 10 a.m. Thursday, March 7, 2013,
at Church of the Epiphany, 914 Old Harrods Creek Road,
Louisville. Burial will follow in Calvary CemetelY. Visitatiorwill
be held from 2-8 p.m. Wednesday, March 6, 2013, at Highlands
Funeral Home, 3331 Taylorsville Road, Louisville.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Arthritis Foundation. Arrangements are being handled by Highlands
Funeral Home, Louisville.

Freddie Elmo Wallace
Freddie Elmo Wallace, 64, of Benton, Ky., died Saturday, March
2, 2013, at 10:40 a.m. at Lourdek Hospital in Paducah.
Born June 16, 1948, in Stewart County, Tenn., he was a self
employed timber cutter. He was a member of Paris Christian Center,
Paris, Tenn.
He was preceded in death by his parents, R. E. Wallace and the
late Velma (Young) Wallace; two brothers, Doug Wallace and
Rodney Wallace; one sister, Wanda Sue Elliott; and one grandchild,
Talon Morrical.
He is survived by one son, Shane Wallace, of Benton; two daughters.' Mandie Scates, of Dover, Tenn., and Missy Morrical, of
Birdsville; three,brothers, Tim Wallace, of Benton, Hughie Wallace,
of Benton and Blaine Wallace,of Murray; one sister, Elaine Gipson,
of Benton; and six grandchildren, Madison Jones, Alyson Jones,
Caleb Scates, Eli Scate, all of Dover, Tenn., Jessalyn Morrical and
Colyn Morrical, both of Birdsville.
Memorial services will be held Monday, March 4, 2013, at 7 p.m.
in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral Home in Benton with the Rev.
Brenda Adamson officiating. lnurnment will be held in the Wade
Cemetery, Benton, at a later date. Visitation will be held from 5-7
p.m. on Monday at the funeral home. Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home, Benton.

Andy Rogers
Andy Rogers, 70, of Murray, Ky., went to be with the Lord
Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2013, while on an anniversary cruise in the Port
of Belize City, Belize.
Mr. Rogers was born Oct. 19, 1942, in Calloway County, to the
late Hafford and Nellie Suiter Rogers. Mr. Rogers
retired as a chemical operator for Westlake
Monomers(formerly B.F. Goodrich)after 34 years
of service. He was also a member of Memorial
Baptist Church and the Barnabus Sunday School
class. In addition to his parents, Mr. Rogers was
preceded in death by one brother, Joe Rogers.
Mr. Rogers is survived by his wife, Linda
Shelton Rogers, of Murray, to whom he married
Sept. 15, 1963; one son, Gregg Rogers, of
Paducah; one daughter, Lori Mathis and husband,
Rogers
Trevor, of Murray; two sisters, Bobbie Charlton, of
Huntsville, Ala., and Betty Satterfield and husband,
Buddy. of Fairmont. W.Va.; two brothers, Gene Rogers, of Sedalia
and Ronney Rogers and wife, Sharon, of Farmington; as well as
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at I p.m. Thursday, March 7, 2013,
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Martin Severneuand Dr.
Jerrell White will officiate and entombment will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held Wednesday,
March 6, 2013, from 5-8 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to Memorial Baptist
Church, 906 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences
can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
This is a paid obituary.

By AMANDA LEE MYERS
Associated Press
CINCINNATI(AP)- With a
glistening $400 million casino
set to open in downtown
Cincinnati on Monday, officials
and casino executives in two
neighboring states are looking at
the development with trepidation as they prepare to watch tax
dollars flow into Ohio.
Horseshoe Casino Cincinnati
is all but guaranteed to dip into
Indiana's casino revenues,
which have steadily declined in
the past few years. For
Kentucky; Cincinnati's casino
represents money that it could
be, but isn't, making.
The casino will open Monday
night after more than two years
of .construction. It will be the
last of four casinos that Ohio
voters approved in 2009 after a
statewide'canlgaign Muted the
immediate boost. the - casinos
would give to Ohio's economy.
Casinos in Cleveland, Toledo
and Columbus all opened over
the past year and have brought
in nearly $404 million Combined. From that, about $133.2
million has gone to Ohio
schools, counties and cities.
Cincinnati's casino is projected to draw about $227 million in
gross revenue in its first year.
That would bring in about $75
million in taxes.
Though those figures are far
lower than earlier estimates,
Cincinnati Mayor Mark Mallory
hailed the casino as a regional
and national destination ahead
of its opening.

Rogers, founder of The Miracles, dies
SOUTHFIELD, Mich. (AP)
- Bobby Rogers, a founding
member of Motown group The
Miracles and a songwriting colSmokey
with
laborator
Robinson, died Sunday at his
suburban Detroit home. He was
73.
Motown Museum board
member Allen Rawls said
Rogers died about 6 a.m. in
Southfield. Rogers had been ill
for several years.
Rogers formed the group in
1956 with cousin Claudette
Rogers, Pete Moore, Ronnie
White and Robinson. Their hits
included "Shop Around,"
"You've Really Got a Hold on
Me," "The Tracks of My
Tears," "Going to a Go-Go," "I
Second That Emotion" and
"The Tears of a Clown."
"Another soldier in my life
has fallen. Bobby Rogers was
my brother and a really good

friend," Robinson said Sunday
in a statement. "He and I were
born on the exact same day in
the same hospital in Detroit. 1
am really going to miss him. I
loved him very much."
Roger's cousin Claudette told
the Detroit Free Press that
everyone was drawn to his personality.
"People always commented
on the tall one with the glasses," she said. "He was personable, approachable and he loved
talking to the women, loved
talking to the guys, loved to
dance, loved to sing, loved_ to
perform. That was the joy of his
life."
His voice can be heard on
Marvin Gaye's "What's Going
On," with Rogers saying, "It's
just a groovy party, man, I can
dig it." Mary Wilson of the
Supremes said that captured his
essence.

revenue source after sales and
income taxes.
But casinos there are in
decline. last year, taxes on casino revenues in Indiana dropped
4.2 percent, from $787.4 million
in 2011 to $754 million in 2012,
the steepest drop amid a threeyear fall.
In the annual report, Yelton
cited the economic climate,
pointed to threats to Indiana's
industry from several neighboring states, including Michigan
and Kentucky, and called Ohio's
new casinos the biggest challenge facing Indiana.
In Kentucky, Democratic Gov.
Steve Beshear has tried and
failed every year since his 2007
election to legalize casinos in
the face. of opposition from
Republican lawmakers and a
racetrack industry worried about
competition.
At a news conference Feb. 21,
Beshear lamented the opening
of Cincinnati's casino.
"The casino in Cincinnati's
good news for Ohio and bad
news for Kentucky," Beshear
said. "Right now we've got
thousands of Kentuckians that
have been going out of state,
and now they'll also be going to
Cincinnati to spend their
Kentucky money in Ohio, and
then Ohio's going to keep the
benefits of that."
Beshear said that Kentucky
needs to legalize casinos to start
bringing in taxes for schools and
infrastructure.
"I hope that sooner or later we
get our act together here and

legalize casino gaming .so that
we can start keeping our money
at home," he said.
Ohio had a similar battle
before voters approved the
state's four casinos in 2009,
with four previous failed
attempts.
The 2009 issue won approval
after proponents lamented tax
dollars going to Indiana,
Michigan and West Virginia,
and said that casinos in Ohio's
four largest cities would create
tens of thousands of jobs and
boost the economy.
Opponents of Ohio's casinos
largely consisted of groups that
criticized revenue predictions as.
inflated and pointed to the societal ills of gambling, including
addictions that leave some destitute. They also criticized Ohio's
33 percent tax rate on the casinos for being lower than so
other states.
Ohio's casinos were original
forecast to bring in nearly $2
billion annually. That would
have generated $643 million-in
taxes for schools, counties and
cities. Now, their yearly revenues are now expected to be
just under $1 billion.
Industry experts say the lower
revenues are a result of the economic climate and competition
from storefront gambling-style
operations.in the state known as
Internet cafes.
Follow Amanda Lee Myers on
at
Twitter
hups://twitter.com/AmandaLee
AP

Amid budget cuts, oil Ky. officials trying to
prices come tumbling combat infant mortality
By PAMELA SAMPSON
AP Business Wnter
BANGKOK (AP) - The
price of oil fell Monday after
political leaders in Washington
failed to stave off automatic cuts
in government spending that
could hurt the U.S. econOmy.
Benchmark oil for April delivery was down 20 cents to $90.44
per barrel at midday Bangkok
time in electronic trading on the
Mercantile
York
New
Exchange. The contract fell
$1.37 to close at $90.68 a barrel
on the Nymex on Friday, its
lowest close this year.
Automatic government spending cuts of roughly $85 billion
kicked in on Friday after
President Barack Obama and
Congress failed to meet a deadline for striking a deal to avert or
reductions.
the
-soften
Negotiations on Sunday ended
in a bitter impasse, and what

happens next is anyone's guess.
The International Monetary
Fund has predicted that the
spending Cuts could reduce U.S.
growth by some 0.5 percentage
point in 2013.
The current budget crisis
comes just two months after
-tense year-end negotiations
yielded a New Year's Day deal
keeping the U.S. government
from plunging over a "fiscal
cliff' of huge spending cuts and
tax increases.
In China on Friday, two surveys showed that manufacturing
growth slowed last month, as
demand faltered and factories
shut down for the Lunar New
Year holiday.
Brent crude, used to price
many kinds of oil imported by
U.S. refineries, fell 17 cents to
$110.23 a barrel on the ICE
Futures exchange in London.

Leaders souring on nuclear power costs

By RAY HENRY
Associated Press
ATLANTA (AP) - As the
cost of building a new nuclear
plant soars, there are signs of
buyer's remorse.
The second-guessing from
Joseph Buchanan
in Georgia and Florida
officials
,
Feb.
Thursday,
died,
Ky.,
Farmington,
Joseph Buchanan, 52, of
sign that maybe the nation is
a
is
28, 2013, at his home.
not quite ready for a nuclear renHe was horn Jan. 20, 1961, in Des Plains, Ill.
On top of construction
aissance.
Crawford
Thomas
father,
his
by
death
He was preceded in
costs running much higher than
Buchanan.
expected, the price of natural
He is survived by his mother, Mary Buchanan, of Farmington; one
gas has plummeted, making it
Murray.
brother, Thomas Buchanan, of
Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Tinies policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

"It's a home run," Mallory
said. "This casino will have the
ability to draw people from all
around the country. ... This is a
top-line casino, and the people
who are accustomed to the big
casinos in Vegas, they're not
going to miss anything here."
Though no hotels are attached,
and nothing quite compares to
the energy or spectacle of the
Vegas strip, Mallory referred to
the Cincinnati casino's bustling
location on what used to be a
run-down parking lot and ticked
off amenities including a buffet,
a VIP players' lounge with high
limits, a World Series of Poker
room and three outward-facing
restaurants, including Jimmy
Buffet's Margaritaville and
Bobby's Burger Palace by
celebrity chef Bobby Flay. Both
Buffett and Flay also have outposts in Las Vegas.
Across the state line in
Indiana, casinos and state leaders have been bracing for the
development.
"The hovering, threat to
Indiana's dominance in commercial casino revenues among
its sister states is evolving into
reality," Ernest Yelton, executive director of Indiana's
Gaming Commission, wrote in a
2012 annual report to Gov.
Mitch Daniels. Nearly all of
Indiana's 13 gambling venues
would be affected, he added,
"some dearly."
Over the past two decades,
Indiana's casino industry has
brought in $10 billion in taxes to
become the state's third-largest

tough for nuclear plants to compete in the energy market.
In Georgia, a lawmaker wants
to penalize Southern Co. for
going over budget with a proposal to cut into its profits by
trimming some of the money a
subsidiary makes.
In Florida, some lawmakers
want to end the practice of utilities collecting fees fro-in customers before any electricity is
produced. The fees are used to
build or expand nuclear plants.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)Health care professionals and
government officials from
across the state are trying to
address the large number of
Kentucky babies that die in
their first year of life.
The Courier-Journal reports
(http://cjky.it/YXHq1v) that at
the Governor's Summit on
Infant Mortality last week,
officials said nearly 14 percent
of Kentucky babies are born
prematurely, And hospitalizations for babies born addicted
to drugs rose by 2,400 percent
between 2000 and 2011.
Both of those problems contribute to an infant mortality
rate in Kentucky that is higher
than that of Cuba, Croatia or
Slovakia.
Ruth Shepherd is division
director for nihternal and child
health in the state Department
for Public Health. She said in
an interview that gains in lowering the infant mortality rate
in the 1970s and 1980s were
tied to improvements in medical technology. Now, many of
the factors contributing to
infant mortality are stubborn
societal problems such as
poverty, lack of education and
drug abuse.
Despite the daunting nature
of the problem. state officials

are working on solutions.
Shepherd said the state's
Health Access Nurturing
Development Services, or
HANDS program, has. been
successful by teaming up new
and expectant parents with mentors.
The state health department
also is partnering with the
March of Dimes, Medicaid
managed care organizations
and birthing hospitals in an initiative to prevent elective
deliveries before 39 weeks'
Kentucky
gestation. The
Hospital Association hopes to
reduce the rate of early elective
deliveries to no more than 3
percent by.the end of 2013.
And health officials are
working to get more drugaddicted mothers into treatment.
Dr. Henrietta Bada, of the.
Kentucky
of
University
Department of Pediatrics,
called the efforts to solve the
problem of drug-addicted
babies "a big mess." She said
medical professionals and policymakers need to re-examine
the problem and provide more
support for mothers, families
and babies.
To make progress. she said,
"we have to all work together."
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ladies of the
Oaks
Carolyn Greenfield, hostess of
the Oaks Ladies Bridge.
announced the bridge play winners for Wednesday, Feb. 27, as
Bronda Parker, first place and
Ann Gupton, second place.
Melonie Lowe will serve as
. hostess Wednesday. March 6, at
'9:30 a.m. It is necessary to signup. All members are welcome to
play. Beginners are encouraged
to attend.

School of Biblical
Studies set

rt.

(9.61,1#0044.
HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler

We enjoyed the singing and
devotional by Kirksey United
Methodist Church on Sunday.
It is always a pleasure to have
them and we look forward to
each visit.
Tuesday was our new cablevision and telephone conversion. We appreciate Murray
Electric's folks for getting us
hooked up without a hitch!
We spent the evening flipping
through all of our new channels.
Wednesday we had a birthday party for all of our residents with birthdays in
February. Jenise and Mitzi
made some delicious pink
lemonade cupcakes for the
event. Hugh Palmer celebrated his birthday with 20 family and friends Tuesday night.
Happy birthday Mr. Palmer!
Ethel Fitzer and employee.
Lucy 4te also have birthdays this week. Happy birthday to both of you!
Thursday was "cooking with
Joe". Joe Roberts, new resident, made us a couple of
wonderful desserts. He's an
excellent chef and was nice
enough to provide us with
some Of his special "secret"
recipes. We are looking forward to Joe "cooking with
Darlene", our cook, next
week. He'll be trying out
some of his special recipes
with us. I guess we'll have to
put off starting our diets until
later!
...Where priceless
memories areVade.
84 litterback Rd. • Murray, Ky
Phone:(270) 754-8700 • 1-888-231-5014

Advert

Green Plain Church of Christ, Hazel, will
host its spring session of the School of
Biblical Studies each Monday beginning
March 4, and continuing through May 27,
from 7-9 p.m.The school is a 12-week course
of in depth Bible study. Subjects will be
"Evangelism" with a verse by verse study of
the book of Jude and "Modern Controversies
in the Church" with a study of the book of
Datebook Nehemiah. All are welcome. For More inforJessica Morris. mation call (270) 492-8206 or email greenplain@greenplainchurchofchrist.org.
Community
editor

No,
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Special Event
Deadlines
Wedding, engagement and
anniversary forms are available
on our website and run on
Wednesdays and Thursdays, for
a charge of $6 per picture.
Births run anytime for a charge
of $6 with a picture. Email
'addresses provided will receive
a proof.
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Storytime Tuesdays offered
Photo provided

NAMI ADVOCACY DAY: Members of the local National Alliance on Mental Illness attended
the First NAMI/Kentucky Advocacy Day in Frankfort recently. Ronda Grafford, Susan Phillips
and Brenda Benson met with Sen. Stan Humphries and Rep. Kenny Imes to urge them to support increasing access to effective mental health care for individuals living with severe and persistent mental illnesses.

Free computer classes set
Special to the Ledger
The public is invited tO
attend free computer classes
throughout the month of March,
Wyneth
to
according
Herrington. business manager of
the Calloway County Public
Library. All are held at the
CCPL. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.
Classes include -Computer
Basics for Beginners Session
No.4: Internet" Tuesday, March
5. from 5-7 p.m.; "Microsoft
Word 2010 Session No. 2"

Thursday. March 7. from 9-11
a.m.; "Computer Basics for
Beginners Session No. 5:
Email" Tuesday, March 12,
from 5-7 p.m.;"Microsoft Word
2010 Session No. 3" Thursday,
March 14, from 9-11 a.m.;
"Microsoft Word 2010 Session
No. 4" Thursday, March 21.
from 9-11 a.m.; "Career
Assistance" Tuesday, March 26.
from 5-7 p.m.; and "Microsoft
Word 2010 Session No. 5"
Thursday. March 28. from 9-11

.731i./S
,nnouncen2en/

Occasion
'Mother's Day
'Birthdays
'Father's Day
'Weddings
'Graduations 'just Because

020

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Please
note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
call Kevin at 293-7061.

Musical to be held March 9

Bradley Housman, M.D., cardiothoracic surgeon Nicholas
Lopez, M.D., and heart patient
Carla Berry of The Paducah
Bank.
Vendors include Frostings by
Icy, Wahl's Garden Shoppe,
Thirty-One,Energy Fitness, Jo's
Baskets and Ethan Allen.
All proceeds will benefit heart
care at Baptist Health Paducah.
Tickets are $30 each, although
table sponsorships are available
for tables of eight or four.
Seating, is limited. Call (270)
575-2871 for reservations or
more' information. Parking is
available at 24th and Kentucky
Avenue near the Baptist Heart
Center entrance.

year as one of the top "Up-andSpecial to the Ledger
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — Comer" universities by U.S.
Lexie Ward, of Murray, quali- News & World Report, Belmont
fied for the winter 2012 deans University consisted of approxilist at Belmont University. A mately 6,650 students who
2012 graduate of Murray High come from every state and 25
School, she is a member of the countries. Committed to being a
Chamber Orchestra, Alpha leader among teaching universiGamma Delta sorority and is ties. Belmont brings together the
majoring in music business. best of liberal arts and profesEligibility is based on a mini- sional education in a Christian
mum course load of 12 hours community of learning and servand a quality grade point aver- ice. The university's purpose is
age of 3.4 with no grade below a to help students explore their
passions and develop their talC.
Ranked No.7 in the Regional ents to meet the world's needs, a
Universities South category and fact made evident in the
hometown,
named for the fifth consecutive University's

or

Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 752-3333..

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

The missionary ministry of St. John Baptist Church. 121 Spruce
St., Murray, will hold a musical March 9, at 3 p.m. at the church.
Proceeds will benefit Relay for Life. The public is invited to attend.

'Furniture for Families' needed

Delila Faye
Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Johnson Jr., of Murray, are the
parrnts of a daughter. Delila
Faye Johnscat. born Monday.
Feb. 1r 2013, at 2:28 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway . County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds, four ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is
the former Tasha Edmonson. A
brother is Lukas Johnson.
Grandparents are Thomas
and Rhonda Duff. Bill and
Sylvia Johnson and Ron and Pat
Duff.

Ward named to dean's list at Belmont

Gift Cards

Legion officers giving help
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TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC

Baptist Health Foundation
Paducah luncheon set
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH,Ky. — "Kick Up
Your Heels," a women's luncheon to benefit the Baptist Health
Foundation Paducah, will be
held Thursday. March 7, featuring a panel discussion on heart
health, a home fashion show
and shopping.
The event will begin at 10
a.m. in the Baptist Heart Center
auditorium with shopping. at
local vendors' booths and live
entertainment, followed by
lunch and a home fashion show
by Ethan Allen designer Kenn
Gray at noon.
At 12:30 p.m., the physician
panel on heart health will
include chief medical officer

Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 South 15th Street, offers
Storytime Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5
years of age. In addition,there's music interaction,snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 753671,2 for more information.

Nashville, where students
served more than 60,000 hours
of community service (valued at
$450,000) during thr../last academic year. J3elmont is also
home to the World Cup champion Enactus team, a group of 42
student leaders committed to
using the power of entrepreneurial action to transform lives and
shape a better, more sustainable
world. With more than 80 areas
of study, 23 master's programs
and five doctoral degrees. there
is no limit to the ways Belmont
University. can expand an individual's horizon. For more information, visit www.belmontedu.

CALLOWAY COONTY
PRESCWOOL/WEAD sTART
SPRING REGISTRATION

Friday, March 8th
from 8 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October 1st. 2013 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you.

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card
V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2012)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
V Custody Papers (if applicable)
Your child does need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

Please call 762-7410 to
schedule your appointment.
Calloway will provide transportation in the city and the county

The Gentry House is seeking donations of gently or slightly used
furniture or appliances for families who are living in their transitional shelter. Also needed are trac phones. Representatives will pick
items ilts, if needed. Receipts of donations for tax purposes will also
be provided. To donate limns, Contact Wendy or Michael at 7616802 or ttegentryhouse@gmail.com.
-

Donations needed for Need Line program
Food items are needed for the Need Line Back-Paek Children's
Food program. including lunch size brown paper bags, individual
size 100 percent juice boxes,fruit cups or apple sauce cups,8 ounce
size shelf stable milk,individual serving size cereal boxes, pop tarts,
peanut butter crackers or cheese crackers and cereal bars. To help
with the program call 753-6333. Donations can be dropped off at
Need Line,638 South Fourth St., Murray.
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GetConnected website now live
Volunteer Murray is' an online website for volunteerism. in
Murray and Calloway County. Volunteers are need for several nonprofits in our community that have needs. Visit www.volunteermurray.org to sign up. Non profit organizations may also use the system
by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information call
753-0317.

Spaghetti dinner to be held
The Murray High School track team will host a spaghetti dinner
night Monday,March 18,from 6-7 p.m. at the school.Tickets are $8
for adults and $5'for children. The meal will include spaghetti.
salad, bread stick and drink catered from Fazolis, Murray. Tickets
must be purchased in advance from any Murray High track team
member or from MHS by Monday. March 11.

(ce

Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
Temple Hill 276 Masonic. Lodge will hold it's regular meeting
Tuesday, March 5. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
meeting at 7 p.m. Master Michael Holt urges all master masons to
attend.

Th

Free presentation set at Emeritus
The New York Life Insurance Company will be at Emeritus at
Murray Senior Living Community, 905 Glendale Road, Murray,
Tuesday, March 5, at 6 p.m. for a free sales presentation about
Long-Term Care Insurance. Participants will learn how it can
become an essential part of a total retirement strategy. Call 7591555 to reserve a spot.

WOW lodges to meet
Woodmen of World Lodges 728 and 592 will meet Tuesday.
March 5, at 5:30 p.m. in the Woodmen hall for their business meetings. Attendees are asked to bring canned goods for a Need Line
donation. Hosts will be lodge 728.
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The Murray Art Guild's Gallery, 500 North Fourth St.. holds
exhibitions of current art works, workshops and classes on a monthly basis. The Guild is open Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. and by appointment. F,or more information on events,contact
the office at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or 753-4059.
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CPR and Lay Responder classes offered

Checl

CPR and Lay Responder classes are offered monthly through the
Calloway County Chapter. For upcoming dates and to registep for a
class, visit www.redcross.org/takeaclass,

Res
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'Duck Dynasty'stars to visit CCHS
A&E reality television stars The Duck Dynasty Boys will visit
Calloway County High School as part of their "Faith, Family and
Football" event Saturday. May 11. Tickets can be purchased from
Chip Grey, athletic director; Brad Lawson, head football coach; or
at the high school during school hours. For more information email,
donald .1awson@calloway Jtyschools.us
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REQUEST FOR QUOTES
The Housing Authority of Murray is requesting
quotes for lawn care services This will include
mowing approximately 18 acres, clearing sidewalks.
weed eating, and leaf pickup in the fall. If you
would like to tour the property to'submit a quote
please call Stacy Clere. Maintenance Supervisor at
270.752.0270. Quotes will be received until
March 6,2013 at noon.
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Notice

MCCLARDS Towing
110 N. 7th Murray, KY
270-753-3146 intends
to obtain title to sale
KRS376.270
per
KRS376.275 a Buick
Rendezvous
3G5DA03E05S566169
Owners
.
Richard
Janet
Gagnon,
Coderre or henholder
has 10 days to object.

Papa Smurf

GET THIS IXI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Storage

$8.50 Column Inch, 60', Discount 2nd Run,
44Y-",, Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within b Day Period I
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
s I
I I,

%I),.

58.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
x.3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to 'elect or edit anv submitted matter
11 ACF 11.0_1.1.13 LINE AL2 AND II IN:11-1. Arri..A.R ON
11.1E WEBS1TF Al biLL2 LA IRA s_ii

DEADLINES
Fit 10 urt.
Fr1.91.m.
Not 9un.
Nce.12p.m.
Tut 1 p.m.
Wed.12 p.m
Thur.12p.m.

Non*
Smart Sint
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Fndrf
Saturday

sNew Chrome Cc..r •
Available
.247 Survedlar
*Pest L.ontrol
I Iwy '14 East
270 97S-1400 or
)71) 145' 611)

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143

STOLEN: 3 rings
Diamond, initial and
cameo. Call 293-3816
or 293-4787
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DINNER BELL
On Hwy. 68 E 1/2 mile
from johnathan
Creek Bridge.
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Daytime Ph._
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
I.

Position Opening for
LOAN OFFICER
TRAINEE/LOAN OFFICER

B.S. Degree in Agriculture, Business
Administration or related field OR Four years of
successful professional selling and credit related
experience. Agricultural knowledgb and background preferred. Position to be trained in
Mayfield, Kentucky but position could be filled in
any AgCredit Office in the Purchase Area. Salary
commensurate with education and experience.
Applications will be taken from Thursday.
February 28 through Thursday. March 7 at the
Administrative Office at 408 East Broadway in
Mayfield or by contacting Malinda Scoggins, HR
Manager at mscogginsdrivervalleyagcreditcom.
Office hours are Monday-Friday. 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

Immediate openings for full time
060
Help Wanted

4ASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections
Small or large
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519S. 12th,
Murray.

EEOC-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

Infinity Group

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109

Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Prices Paid For
S Gold & Silver S

Too
TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/15/2013 to 12 15/2013 KY0477466
MORTON FARMS, MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS

PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB Al THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST. MURRAY. KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO
SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM
DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/17/201310 12/20/2013 KY0477273
JOE DAN TAYLOR FARMS. MURRAY, KY
3 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order at time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS. WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCED REQUIRED.
$9.80 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST.
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER. COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST MURRAY, KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO
SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM
DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMENT

MURRAY
meet Tuesday.
business meetr a Need Line

(471

Cliff & Laura Key

CONSIGNING MOTHERS
Public Sale March 5-9 at the Henry County
Fairgrounds Tuesday. Wednesday &
Thursday 11 am-7pm, Friday 25% off 11am7pm: Saturday 50% off 8am-lpm For info
call 731-697-6771 or 731-644-1126 or email
ConsigningMothersgmail.com Week of
sale call 731-642-1833. Name brand, top
quality. women's and children's clothing.
scrubs, purses, toys. bookb, strollers.
baby beds, car seats'
Check out our Facebook page

Help Wanted

1st vlunth I ri)e!

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order at time work is performed.
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots Foe Sale
Lots Foe Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes Foe Saie
Motorcycles & ATV
Auto Parts
Sport Utility vehicle,
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABORER
04/25/2013 TO 12/20/2013 KY0477570
SMOTHERMAN FARMS, MURRAY. KY
5 OPENINGS
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federaVstate min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order at time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS, WITH 3
MONTHS EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
0 HR. 3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
$9.8.
GUARANTEED, ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP. AT
NO CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR
THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST
TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY,
AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED.
TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE. MUST
MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS LISTED IN
JOB ORDER, COMPLETE INFORMATION ON
THIS JOB AT THE NEAREST SWA OFFICE
(EMPLOYMeNT OFFICE)
205 S. 6TH ST. MURRAY, KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO
SET UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM
DRUG TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT

Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.

Send resume to idavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518
Lake Way Nursing & Rehab Center
now has an opening for a full time
Housekeeping/Laundry position.
Must be able to work days, afternoons,
and weekends.
Apply in person at Lake Way Nursing &
Rehab Center 2607 Main Street Benton,
Ky 42025. No phone calls please.
E0E/AAE

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

060
Help Wanted

CDL drivers wanted
Apply in person at
Henry Farmers Co-op.
4075 Highway 641
South. Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When acce,sing the
"help wanted- section
on our t:lassitieds
wehpage .11
murrayledgercom.
you will he redirected
to johnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
wehsite. not all li‘tinr,
on the jobnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

SECRETARY Wanted
Math, computer and
people skills a must.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 816 Murray, KY
42071

LOCAL Lawn Service
seeking
Company
Lawn
experienced
Tech. $10-$12/hr 4354431

Manufacturing
Food
Company located in
Pans. TN seeking full
time Food Safety &
Technician.
Quality
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, Safety.
Research
Development.
Requirements:
Bachelor degree in a
Physical Sciences or
related field. Ability to
independently
work
with ?fiinimum supervision; Strong math and
organizational skills;
Intermediate or above
knowledge of Microsoft
Word and Excel software programs: Must
be able to develop and
maintain spreadsheets;
lab. QC. and formulation knowledge/experience a plus; Applicable
real world experience
may be substituted for
formal . education.
Email resume with at
least 3 reference to
fsqtechnician g mail.c
cm, Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F/DN: TN
Drug Free Workplace
Employer

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray. KY
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Articles
For Sale
2 beautiful prom dresses for sale. Size 6 and
12. Phone 759-3197 it
interested. Great price.
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
collections,
great bargains.
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins:
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrman
FOR Sale: Wii Game
System
4 controllers. gun. and
games. $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 [South 12th S1

(270)753-1713
Farm Equipment

MURRAY
REAL ESTATE
96/hr Licensing Class
March 4-April 24
Nights
MonfTues/Wed.
Register by text/phone
270-223-0789. With
Debit/Credit Card
$960
Register with
Check/Cash by
appointment or @
Keller-Williams Office,
HVVY. 641.
delorseadamste yahoo co

2 BO 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets 753-0259
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

M

enial Prop.
For Sale

For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
All equipment included
for turn key
restaurant pub operation
Serious inquiries

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Lhaguid Dr.
TDD 14300-545-1833
Ext. 283
1:2:t Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today.
appointment
270-753-2905.
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
340
Houses For Rent
2BR IBA, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826
3BR, 1BA. $600/month
978-1400
411 S. 8th St. 3BR,
1.5BA. $595/mo plus
$800/dep.
313-801-1918
4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 or
293-6156

270-293-4602
Ili Prop. For Rent
nmerical
F
ICH
1800 sqft bay door,
road frontage $550/mo
Call 270-748-8485 or
502-314-8328
THREE bay shop for
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$550.00 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
SIBERIAN Husky puppies for sale. Great
companions and great
with kids
270-674-5236
410
Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Reel Estate

M111,11 Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Ad Notice

All real estate ad,ertised herein
is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, a loch make, it
illegal to advertise any preterence. limitation or discrimination based on race, cvlor,
sex, handicap. tamilial status or national origin, or intention hi make ant ,
uch prefer. limitations or rir‘rimina,
enCe
fon
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or adkertising
IA real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingh accept an,
advertising tor real estate w hich
is not in violation ot the law All
persons are hereby 'Wormed
that all dwelling,
. advertised are
available on an equal oppodunat. basis
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact IAA Counsel
Rene P Slilam.(7031 n48-1000

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered $40
270-293-7893

RN-LPN 6A-6P wit-end
baylor, work 12 hrs get
paid 16 hours.

Apply in person at
Green Acres Health
West
402
Care,
Farthing St., Mayfield,
KY

1BR, 1BA apartment
for rent. All appliances
including W/D, dishwasher
and
microwave. Pet friendly. Available February
22nd. $395/mo.
270-293-9493
270-978-6000

mechanical
2 row
tobacco setter for sale.
condition!
Excellent
293-0774

NICE 2BR trailer for
rent No pets
753-9866

RN-LPN 6P-6A wk-end
baylor, work 12 hours
get paid 16 hours.

1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

miurray Lecarr
& Times
753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

460
Homes For Sale
NEW 2BR, 28A with 2
car garage. Close to
MSU campus. 1419
Vine
Asking
St.
$122,000
270-293-1991

New 2-4

Ballroom homes in
1850 St Pt. 121S
Riverfield Estates.
Murray. KY 42071 SSG Reetsi=rty
270-753-5562
Prof
2934$12
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner n1 121 S. & Glendale.
HMO's &
(270) 436-2524

REDUCED by $181(.
4BR, 38A, 2.675/sqft
with double carport.
Great location_ City
schools . $147K
270-761-6150

\
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190
Used Cars

GARLANt
RENTAL
"If you've got It, we eau store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 2411 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage- Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

need Joenewhere to
store your steer
We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

A-1 Lamb's
DRYWALL & painting
Professional Tree
no job too big or small.
Service Insured
Free estimates Call
753-TREE (8733)
at
ALL Carpentry and Logan
We Finance
270-293-0476
25
service.
Handyman
hollandmotorsales tom
years experience. Call
270-753-4461
Don for free estimate.
FUTRELL'S
270-226-5576
SERVICE
TREE
BY
ALTERATIONS
•Tnmming
SUE 489-2940
*Removal
06 seven passenge
REPAIR
APPLIANCE
Gnnding
*Stump
Town and Country van
loaded. Good condi- SERVICE & PARTS
*Firewood
lion. 65,xxx miles (270) 293-8726 OR
*Insured
759-5534
Asking $6,500
Buren
Van
Chuck
489-2839
(270)
767-1848
&
Bailey's Lawncare
510
Dirt Service
HOMETOWN
Can1PerS
Owner: Steve Bailey
TREE SERVICE
Insured. Ref,
Establish New Lawns
2003 Springdale by
& Depend:
•Reiuvenate Old Lawns
Keystone. 1211 slideout,
Free Estini-.
•Spring Lawn Clean-Up Free
30ft. bumper pull.
Stump rt,
•Taking New Accounts
S8.995 270-293-4602
Cell 270-2
for Mowing & Tnmming
,me 270.4
Services Offered
753-2452
293-3161
J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
1-270-978-1204
efill11111119011111111;
Satisfaction Guarantee
Carpentry
All
roddeattal
Call 270-994-1045
Construction. New conFree estimates &
struction, home &
references available. 436-5141 A-AFFORDMobile Home repair,
ABLE Hauling. Clean
decks.753-0353 Larry
Call lIrtttatty
out garages, gutters,
Nimmo
270-293-0421
Junk & tree N/CA.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

L&A;ri

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

lainslrial/Commertial/Residential

URRAY
R CONSTRUCTIO
N

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
James C. GallImere
ECI.I.0 NET

(270) 759-0890

fiA4

McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

All the quality...
without all the mess

Services Offered

fRom OfSVA,ro
COMPlfriow
WI WOO' WITH MY
Risrorwrmi owe
COMMERGAI
Aostrrow 44/0
Riworearrcw
www.murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs.- big or
small

753-9562
v. V. V. hillelectnc.com

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencin,_;
We Do It All'
No Job To Small
270-873-9916
or visit our website
kentuckylake
remodeling.com
FREE F"tt.t.l't

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudolu

.7 i
82
1 1
't
i i8
7 '

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
out ot
Dont spend your
state reap a local,
(270) 293-8480
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Difficulty Level *

Horoscope
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
•Att,14,1%
lt,111,soosolN
•Ori k%
•InkIlli1111e
.1 A. Instil-ill
(270)226-5444
tiol)14

Greg Mansfield

9x9 grtd with
Sudoku is a nurnbehplacrtg puzzle based on athe
numbers 1 to
several given numbers The oblect Is to place
each column and each
9 in the empty squares so Mal each row.once
The drIticulty level
3x3 box a:Attains the same number only
01 the Concepits Sudoku ncneases from Monday to Sunday

Outlanders Lawn Care
Quality At Its Bast

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thesday, March 5, 2013:
This year you often can be challenging or difficult. You have accepted so much responsibility that you could feel overburdened. Others
see you as a role model -- that is, until you lose your temper. If you
are single, you could push away a potential sweetie with your spontaneous outbursts. Find a different way of expressing your irritation.
If you are attached, your sweetie won't appreciate being a stand-in
for someone else in your life with whom you might be angry. Listen
carefully to his or her concerns, and you will feel better as a result.
CAPRICORN proves his or her friendship.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: I-Difficult

CostinterelaVZesidential
Licensed awl Insured

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Most people go on a tirade every once in a while. Why would
you be any different? Others might not know how to respond when
270-293-7119 , you are like this, You'll need to make the first move in order to clarify
your actions. You will come up with the right approach. Tonight: At
HALL'S WASTE
This Girl Can Mow work late.
MANAGFMENT
cceptinq ow awn TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Miller
**** Plan on dealing with an irate associate in the near future. In
•,Aeekly & special pickups
Care Accounts
Construction
the interim, stay on top of everything you must do. Don't worry or let
• locally owned/operated
ommerc a an•
Residential
this situation mar your mood. A meeting provokes unusual ideas,
759-1151 • 293-2783
Concrete to
Mowing•Ternrning
which provide a new opportunity. Tonight: Why not enjoy yourself?
293-2784
Crown Mold
Mulchingiandscaping GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Hedge Trimming
**** Your inclination to defer to someone else is the right move to
Additions or
Leaf Removal
HILL SEPTIC
make. Your ability to deal with an angry boss or superior will be testNew Const.
Bush Hogging
PUMPING
ed. Know what is appropriate to do in this situation. Do not lose your
EXCAVATION
Trisha 227-1685
sense of humor. Tonight: Let others do all the talking.
270-705-8701
E. TRUCKING
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
All Veer Sept'. Nude
keep you busy. Today is a passage
Tree **** Your day-to-day life could
Installation
YEARRY'S
a walk to relax. By late afternoon,
Take
less.
nothing
more,
--nothing
& Repair
Service.Licensed and
ML Garage Doors
and a discussion will become
clearer,
much
become
will
someone
Dirt, Gravel,
repair, insured. 24/hour emerInstallation,
or suggestions.
White Rock,
maintenance on doors gency assistance. Free possible. Tonight: Try out others' ideas
22)
-Aug.
23
(July
LEO
Sand, & Mulch
436-2562,
estimates.
and operators
C2703293-8686
**** You know more than many about an evolving situation. Know
227-0267
270-293-2357
that you won't get clarity unless you stay focused on one issue at a
time. Don't try to multi-task. Someone's difficult personality could
evolve into a most intoxicating personality. Tonight: Try a stressbuster.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
difficulty with a child or loved one. This person
by the lessons sbe learns in dealing with her father and the girls who *** You could have
seems to wanfa reason to get angry. You might want to ignore this
bully her at school."
situation until he or she has worked through it. Feelings run deep on
• "Make Way for Ducklings" by Robert McClosky (ages 6-8) - both sides. Gicie impulsiveness a rest. Tonight: Use your imagination.
"This Caldecott Award-winning classic was described by the New LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
high energy.
York Times as 'one of the merriest picture books ever.' It tells the **** Figure out where would be best to focus your
feisty. You know how to handle this situand
touchy
be
might
Others
safe16
them
leads
she
as
birds
baby
her
and
story of Mrs. Mallard
ation, but you'd prefer to pull back and not be involved. Late day
ty through the busy streets of Boston. The ducklings soon grow up plans could change at the last minute. Be flexible. Tonight: Head
and are able to brave the crazy crowds and travel and swim safely home and relax.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
on their own."
or by a chal•-The Secret Soldier" by Ann McGovern (ages 8-11 )- "This his- *** Try not to get too irritated by a risk that backfires
question more of
carefully
to
Decide
life.
your
in
individual
lenging
be
to
pretends
who
torical fiction novel follows Deborah Sampson.
your choices. Go with the tried and true, and walk away from anything
a man to serve as soldier in the continental army daring the that is iffy. Tonight: Join a friend or loved one for dinner and a movie.
Revolutionary War. Readers will stay engaged with this suspenseful. SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
thrilling' story as Deborah struggles to keep her identity a secret *** Express yourself clearly, and don't leave anything to chance
someone as a result.
through exhausting marches and bloody battles against the English today. You will make a big impression on
Sometimes it might be necessary to be strict or establish boundaries.
army."
Do just that, but also explain your reasoning. Tonight: Keep to your
• "Farming" by Gail Gibbons (ages 5-8) - "Filled with vivid, budget.
bright colors, this how-to book depicts aspects of life on a farm. It CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
shows how every season brings its own specific chores, crops and *** You have held back from doing something for a long time, and
you might wonder if you have other options. You do, but you seem to
food and is both entertaining and educational for young readers."
coming up with negative outcomes no matter which way you
keep
•"Harold and the Purple Crayon" by Crockett Johnson (Ages 2-5) turn. Consider that you might like the status quo. Tonight: Nap, then
- "First published in 1955, this board book is certain to help spur decide.
•
young readers' imaginations. It follows 4-year old Harold as he cre- AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Use the daylight hours to push a project through to completion.
ates his own world, simply by drawing it with his purple crayon."
be supportive and could become obstacles.
• "Helen Keller" by Margaret Davidson (ages 7-11) - "This Others might not
has a different thought process and sees life
everyone
Remember,
inspiring
most
the
of
one
of
Scholastic biography depicts the life
from his or her own perspective. Tonight: Get some extra R and R.
figures in American history - Helen Keller. It describes how Helen PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
overcomes being both deaf and blind to learn to talk, read, graduate **** Many people make assumptions, and no matter what you
say, they might not hear you. You could feel as if you can't impact
from college with honors and teach others."
Whether there is a backfire or a success, accept
•"The Tale of Peter Rabbit" by Beatrix Potter (ages 3 and up)- their thoughts.
You
might be able to drive your point home later.
responsibility.
"This landmark book offers delightful illustrations and a memorable Tonight: Step outside.
story that should be familiar to every child. The tale tells The story
of Peter as he disobeys his mother and ventures in to Mr. BORN TODAY
explorMcGregor's garden, where he comes dangerously close to getting Actor Rex Harrison (1908), singer Andy Gibbs (1958), French
La Mothe Cadillac (1658)
de
Antoine
er
caught."
To learn more about the Kentucky Literacy Celebration, visit
www.kentuckyliteracy.orgkelebrate2013.
money

Reading list for Ky., literacy celebration chosen
Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — As a part of her ongoing reading recommendations initiative, First Lady Jane Beshear recently announced a
special reading list for the third annual Kentucky Literacy
Celebration, March 4-8. The celebration will involve several
statewide events focused on improving literacy levels for all
•
Kentuckians.
"Reading is a fundamental tool that we must encourage children to
utilize at an early age," said Beshear. -Literacy and reading serve as
the foundation for learning and achieving goals throughout life. This
season, my selections for young readers include many classic and
fantasy tales. These books inspire and engage imaginations in a way
that will help our children want to keep reading."
Her 2013 Literacy Week Reading Recommendations include
• "Moo, Baa, La La La!" by Sandra Boynton (infant) - -This
board book features whimsical characters, nontraditional text and
rhymes that are perfect for reading aloud and engaging young readers. With more than five million copies currently in print, it is listed
as one of 'Publishers Weekly's Bestselling Children Books of All
Time.. • "Narnia: The Magician's Nephew" by C.S. Lewis (ages 8-11)"This is the sixth,of seven novels in the Chronicles of Namia series.'
This fantasy-driven text describes how the lion Asian created the
magical world of Narnia and how it exists as one of many in a multiuniverse of changing worlds."
•"The Secret Garden" by Frances Hodgson Burnett (ages 8-11)"This classic English novel follows the young, contrary Mary
Lennox who moves in to her uncle's manor and meets her sick, illtempered cousin Colin. The two children discover a hidden, abandoned garden filled with magic. The garden begins to flourish again
as the children themselves grow to become better people."
•"The Georges and the Jewels" by Jane Smiley (ages 10 and up)
- "Set on a California ranch in the 1960's, this young adult novel is
centered around a teenage girl named Abby who finds refuge from
her struggles at school and home with the horses on her family's
ranch. Abby is tasked with taming an unruly gelding horse named
Onery George, and the lessons she learns training him are paralleled

Online college fair to begin March 6
Special to the Ledger
WASHINGTON— CollegeWeekLive(TM), the channel where
students and colleges meet live online, has partnered with the
Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education and the Kentucky
Community and Technical College System (KCTCS) to offer
Transfer Madness, a first of its kind free online college fair
Wednesday, March 6, tailored to the needs of students at two-year
community and technical colleges within Kentucky, high school students and even students outside of Kentucky interested in transferring to a four-year college or university in Kentucky.
The first ever virtual event can be found at
www.CollegeWeekLive.com. It was created for Kentucky
Community and Technical College System (KCTCS)students, high
school teens and college students preparing to enter a four-year college in Kentucky.
• five
One third of all college students transfer at least once within
higher
student's
a
of
part
be
may
transfer
a
increasingly
and
years,
education plan from the beginning. Transfer Day is designed to
answer any and all questions students may have to successfully
transfer to a four-year college in Kentucky. Students who log in to
the free live event on March 6th between 10 a.m. and 10 p.m. EST

will he able to text chat with agents from all of Kentucky's public
and private postsecondary institutions as well as the Kentucky
Higher Education Assistance Authority. Attendees will also be able
to gather advice from admissions experts on enrolling and succeeding in a four-year college and will be eligible for scholarships and
exciting prizes like scholarships, iPads, Kindle Fires and autographed basketballs, just for logging in to the virtual event.
"Our mission is to inspire students, upon earning their associate's
degree, to transfer from KCICS colleges to our four-year institutions in the state of Kentucky, and to make it easy for them to do so,"
said Robert L. King, president of the Kentucky Council on
Postsecondary Education. "I am delighted to invite all KCTCS students and high school students to this live online event."
Transfer Madness will feature live video presentations, and for
those who are logged in, an opportunity to have their admissions
questions answered instantly by presenters. Prospective transfer students, counselors or parents interested in attending Transfer
Madness should pre-register for free. For more information contact
support@collegeweeklive.com or 1 (888)697-0050. Colleges interested in participating should contact exhibit@collegeweeklive.com
or 1 (800)828-8222.
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Screening for kidney disease
can prevent future damage

Murray Ledger & Times

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The new George Weaks Corninunity Center on Poplar will house
Murray-Calloway County
the
Senior Citizens Center. Donald
Smith, supervisor for Pinnacle Construction in Benton. said the interior work on the project may be
finished by the first week of April.
A fire destroyed the building in
I 999
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Feb. 28 includes a girl to Jennifer Bland, Murray. For March
2. a boy to Melissa E. Bivins.
Heather Fritts was crowned
homecoming queen at Tellico Plains
Junior High, Tellico Plains, Tenn.
Mallorie Fritts was elected a member of the homecoming queen
court by her fifth grade classmates. Both are daughters of Bryne
and Kelly McDougal, of Murray.
Ryan Edward Blankenship celebrated his first birthday Jan. 22.
He is the son of It. John and
Laura Luciano Blankenship.
First Baptist Church of Murray
held a "Standing On the Promises" event as part of its current
project.
renovation/construction
Bible verses and promises were
written in permanent marker on
the plywood flooring of the newly
renovated area.
Twenty years ago
Christopher Prescott. son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Prescott and Susan
Richter, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Richter, were declared the
Bible drill winners of the Blood
River Baptist Association.
In high school basketball. Calloway County Lady Lacers beat
Murray 59-30, during which a
transformer blew leaving a twoblock area, including the gymnasium, without power. Valerie Shelton nearly outscored the Murray
team with 39 points.
Thirty years ago Horticulture students at Calloway
County High School include Maxie
Frazee, Ricky Smith. Jeffrey
Paschall, Angie Marshall, Beverly Blakely.Jeanna Swift.Cari Price,
Shannon McDougal. Eddie Travis.

Laura McConnell, Charles Deering. Teresa Lawrence, Phillip
Elkins. Jill Johnson, Timmy Dugger, Allen Ahart, Sandy Turner.
Darrell Harris and Herlie Chadwick.
A feature story about William
T. James, a veteran and author.
of Murray, was included on the
front page of today's edition.
Members of Corn Austin's Fashion Team for the three month period of February. March and April
are Diana Ridley. Amy Bryan,
Kim Witham,Kiki Karvounis.Teresa Ford, Lori Roberts and Marci
Marine.
Forty years ago
A nursing loan fund has been
established at Murray State University in /memory of Mrs. Maureen (Molly) Jones, campus infirmary nurse who was fatally injured
in an automobile accident Feb.
22.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Lamb. Feb.
27;' a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rob
Enoch:Feb. 28; and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Rodney Tidwell, Feb.
23.
Fifty years ago
"The Lord's Prayer has 66 words
(K.:1.V.). the Gettysburg Address'
has 206. the Ten Commandments
have 297 and the Declaration of
Independence has 300. but a government order setting the price of
cabbage has 26,911 words" from
the column Seen & Heard Around
Murray. by James C. Willams.
PFC Ben W. Garrison. son of
Clifton Garrison and Oeda Beckworth, is working with the Army
in Grafenwohr. Germany.
Sixty years ago
Harlan Hodges, basketball coach
at Murray State College. has been
named an award winner and member of Sports Trail Century CIA
for his record of -468 victories in
basketball.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Caldwell
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Arlie _
Scott, both March 4: and twin
girls to Mr. and Mrs. Jean Ryan
March 3.

DEAR ABBY: I always knew
high blood pressure ran in my
family, but I never realized it
could cause kidney disease. Then
I attended one
of the NationKidney
al
Foundation's
free kidney
health screenings and was
to
shocked
learn that my
results
lab
showed
in my
Dear Abby decline
kidney function. Because
By Abigail
I felt healthy.
Van Buren
I hadn't worried about my "borderline" hypertension. Turns out, my kidneys
were silently being damaged.
I have since made lifestyle
changes to control my blood pressure and prevent further damage.
These include daily exercise and
cutting back on salt. sweets and
fast food.
Kidney disease run in families. and one in three American
adults are at risk. Many people
don't realize that early detection
can make a critical difference,
protecting the kidneys and preventing damage.
March is National Kidney
Month, and March 14 is World
Kidney Day. The National Kidney Foundation is urging Americans to learn their risk factors fort
kidney disease and to get their
kidneys checked with a- simple
urine and blood test. They will
offer more advice on protecting
these vital organs and staying
healthy. For a Schedule of free
kidney health screenings across
the country, not only during March
but throughout the year, visit the
National Kidney Foundation website at kidney.org. -- JEFF
CARTER. BUFFALO, N.Y.
DEAR JEFF: I'm glad you
wrote because I was taken aback
to learn that more than 26 mil- lion American adults and thou-

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. March 4,
the 63rd day of 2013. There are
302 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:"
On March 4, 1913, Woodrow
Wilson was inaugurated as the
28th president of the United States,
succeeding President William
Howard Taft.
On this date:
In 1789, the Constitution of
the United States went into eilect
as the first Ferrel-eV-Congress met
-.
. in New York.
In 1791, Vermont became the

In, 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt
took office as America's 32nd
president.
In 1943,James Cagney won best
actor for "Yankee Doodle Dandy."
In 1987, President Ronald Reagan addressed the nation on the
Iran-Contra affair, acknowledging
that his overtures to Iran had
"deteriorated" Into an arms-for- .
hostages deal.
Five years ago: Demoerat
Hillary Rodham Clinton won primary victories in Ohio. Texas and
Rhode Island. while Barack Obama
prevailed in Vermont.

14th state.
In 1813, President James Madison was inaugurated for a second
term of office.
In 1861. Abraham Lincoln was
inaugurated as the 16th president
of the United States. The U.S.
Government Printing Office began
operation. The Confederate States
of America adopted as its flag
the original version of the Stars
and Bars.
In 1863. the Idaho Territory
was created.
In 1913, The -Buffalo nickel"
officially went into circulation
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
asthma. Can you explain how
bronchodilators and steroids help
me breathe easier?
DEAR READER: To understand how asthma medications
work, you need to understand bow
asthma affects your lungs.
Asthma assaults the lung's airways The airways are the tubes
through which
the air you
breathe enters
leaves
and
lungs.
your
During
an
asthma attack,
the airways
get narrower
as the muscles
surrounding
Dr. Kemuiroff them constrict. During
By
an attack, the
Dr. Anthony
airways also
Komaroff
become
inflamed. Mucus produced by the
inflammation fills the narrowed
passageways. As a result, the flow
of air is partially or completely
blocked. (I've put an illustration
of this on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
Some people with asthma have
only occasional, mild symptoms.
These might include wheezing,
difficulty breathing or a persistent cough. Others have nearly
constant symptoms with severe,
life-threatening flare-ups. Symptoms of a severe asthma attack
can include extreme shortness of
breath, chest tightness, flared nostrils, pursed lips, and bluish lips
and fingernails.
Asthma medicines fall into two
general categories: controllers and
relievers. Controllers are medicines taken regularly(usually every
slay) to reduce the likelihood of
asthma attacks. Relievers are used
just during asthma attacks, to stop
or reduce the severity of the attack.
Whether controllers or relievers, asthma medications act in one
of two ways: (I) they prevent or
stop inflammation of the airways;

(2) they relax the muscles that
line the airways.
Bronchodilators relax the
muscles around the airways to
improve airflow. The most common types of bronchodilators are
the beta agorusts. There are both
long-acting types and short-acting
types. The long-acting types are
controllers: They are used to reduce
the number of asthma attacks and
are usually prescribed for daily
use. The short-acting types are
relievers, used to stop an asthma
attack, whether mild or severe.
Bronchodilators can be inhaled
in an inhaler or taken with a nebulizer, a device that mixes medications with a mist for inhalation.
medicaAnti-inflammat
tions prevent asthma, attacks from
happening. They are usually taken
regularly,regardless of whether you
are having symptoms. They work
by reducing inflammation, which
decreases mucus production and
reduces tightening of airway muscles.
Anyone with asthma symptoms
that occur more than a couple
times per week should consider
taking an anti-inflammatory medication. The first choice is usually an inhaled corticosteroid.
-- Other medications: Drugs
called methylxanthines are older
types of controllers; they work
mainly on relaxing the muscles
of the airways. Drugs called
leukotriene inhibitors are newer
types of anti-inflammatory drugi
that are controllers. A drug called
ipratropium sometimes is used id
the emergency room during severe
attacks to relax the airways. An
anti-inflammatory drug called oma.
lizumab is a controller that cari
effectively reduce the number of
serious attacks in some people.
Fortunately, we have better
treatments for asthma today than
we did when I trained to become
a doctor. If you take your medications as prescribed, you will
minimize the effect asthma has
on your life.

with the packing before she start- for one hour (one clipping at a
FAST
ed again, and she just watched time). Carefully remove and pia
FACTS
Dear me. Unbelievable! Also, when 1 each clipping in between layers
Readers: left, she never even thanked me of white paper towels (white, not
What to do for helping! — Cindy D., via email" colored or with designs). Allow
Cindy, please pause a moment ro dry on a flat surface.
with old magNewspapers are not made with
to take a deep breath. The cashier
azines:
* Give to probably didn't mean to be pude, the same paper they once were,
doctor's but was just very busy and con- so your results may vary. Your
by
offices, hospi- centrating on her job. I've also best bet is to try to copy or scan
Debase tals, etc.
,helped pack my groceries when the clippings. If you don't have a
• Use for packers are not available, and I combater or copier, try one of the
just figure I also can get out copy and print stores. — Heloise
collages or scrapbooks.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
quicker. — Heloise
• Recycle them.
Heloise
* Give to school or after-school PRESERVING PAGES
P.O. Box 795000
Dear Heloise: I would like the
programs.
San Antonio, TX 78279-5000
formula for newspaper that bleach• Use as packing material.
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Be sure to remove the mailing es the paper but not the print.
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
Part of the formula contained milk
label before giving them away. —
of magnesia. I do not have a copy LADDER STABILIZER
Heloise
Dear Heloise: When using a
machine. — Leona in Metairie.
PACKING SOME
ladder outside to get onto my
La.
RESENTMENT
This is one of my mother's roof, etc., I always place bags of
Dear - Readers: Here is this
week's SOUND OFF, about gro- hints (the original Heloise 1919- fertilizer (or some other heavy
1977). It might not REMOVE the bag) at the base for added secucery-store cashiers and packers:
"Typically there are employees yellow from old newspaper clip- rity. They are heavy enough to
in the grocery store who pack the pings, but it should help preserve keep the ladder legs from sliding.
— Daniel in Minnesota
groceries while the cashier rings any new ones you have. Make a
This is helpful for extra secuup the items. However, these 'pack- solution of liquid milk of magneers' are often called away for sia and club soda: Mix 2 table- rity. but remember to only use
other things. When the packer is spoems of milk of magnesia and ladders on stable and level surcalled away. I take over packing 32 ounces of club soda. Once faces,face the ladder When going
to help the cashier, and usually mixed, put the solution in the up or down, and do not overload
the cashier starts packing with refrigerator for eight hours (this the ladder. Never use ladders on
me.or the packer returns. This time, step is !try important — do not slippery surfaces. — Heloise
not only did the cashier not help skip!).
(c)2013 by King Features SynNext, put the solution in a
me pack, but she stopped ringing
up items to allow me to catch up shallow pan. Soak each clipping dicate Inc.
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A DAY?
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I'm SO
HAPPY!
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DEPRESSED

MAYBE
FIXJNG
LUNCH FOR
YOUR CAT
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ThiS 15
TERRIBLE!

IF THESE STUPID BIRDS
DON'T LEARN TO FLY
PRETTY SOON, I'LL BE
LYING HERE FOR THE
REST Of MY LIFE!
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1
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11
13
14
15
16
18
19
22
23
24
27
28
29
30
35
36
37
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Potter films
40
42
43
44
45

Surges
Skilled
Turn outward
"— at the Races"
Cars' scars

AVA PAWS 5-4

THAT'S IT 6E7 OUT OF THE
NEST... NO), TAKE OFF

OH, COME ON !\
(
FOR6ET THE
FANCY STUF_F)
JUST FLY!!
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Stinging insects
Poet T.S
Peter of "M"
That woman
Gallows fellows
Painter Picasso
Night before
King's finery
Poseidon prop
Horse sounds
Gallery fill
UFO pilot
Jacket flap
Tropical fruit
Ottawa anthem
Used a press
Like leopards
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1:1

13

14
116
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7
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17
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24
25
26
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Curved path
Delicious
Burdened
Wield, as power
Takes a break
Clean Water Act org.
had it!"

29
31
32
3,3
34
39
41

Cardiff residents
Sassy
Hawaiian hello
Asserts
Emergency sound
Start
— favor (Spanish "please")
Lass
Commotion
Road flattener
Rent out
She Sweet?"
Visit unexpectedly
Petty quarrels
Land unit
King Kong, for one
Coat-applying tool
Curry of 'Today"
Play division
Chopping tool
David who directed four Harry

DOWN

PEANUTS(m

Ws Please
PP lie

Medications offer multiple
ways to treat asthma

Hints From Noise

BABY E11_131ES.07)

3 long time, and

MOOS

DEAR ABBY: I married into
a shopaholic family. My husband
and I live in a small home with
our two young daughters. My
biggest problem is my mother-inlaw. She has only two interests:
eating and shopping. Good manners dictate that I graciously accept
all her gifts. but I am sick to my
stomach over the gross excess.
I think she has an addiction.
She has stolen from me the joy
of buying baby clothes for my
children. My Christmas tree is
decked with all the ornaments
from my husband's youth, and a
massive dusty doll collection is
coming our way.
himself
Although my husb•
struggles with buying an ollecting stuff, he agrees with me .that
less is better for our family. I
would like to keep things simple,
but it's impossible with my inlaws. -- OVERLOADED IN MINNESOTA
DEAR OVERLOADED: People make purchases beyond that
which is needed for various reasons. Sometimes it's an attempt
to buy love. Other times it can
be to ease anxiety or depression.
If you don't draw the line and
make your wishes clear, your mother-in-law will not stop what she's
doing. Explain that you are grateful for her generosity,• but your
house is FULL,and therefore one
or two gifts per Child is all you
will accept. Period.
Leave some of the Christmas
decorations in storage next December so 'there will be room on your
tree for some of your own. And
when the doll collection is delivered, if your girls can't use it,
consider selling or donating it.

Today In History

ur high energy.
iandle this situ)Ived. Late day
Tonight: Head

thing to chance
ne as a result.
lish boundaries.
Keep to your

sands of children have chronic
kidney disease.
Readers, it's important to be
checked because millions of people with diabetes, hypertension
and other diseases do not realize
they're at risk for developing kidney disease. Could this include
you or someone you love?
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FIRST REGION CHAMPIONSHIP:
GRAVES CO. 63, CALLOWAY CO. 53

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE 84, MURRAY STATE 68

Moving on
TAB BROCKMAN / For the Ledger

Calloway County's Michael Arnett reaches for a loose ball
while three other Graves County Eagles do the same during Sunday's First Region Championship game.

Oh, so
close!
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

(Above) Murray State forward Ed Daniel drives to the rim against Southeast Missouri State's AJ Jones while Lucas
Nutt watches on during the waning minutes of Saturday's 84-68 SEMO victory. Daniel finished the game with 12 points
and 11 rebounds.(Below)Teammates react as senior, walk-on Jordan Burge's (33) name is announced as a starter
Saturday against SEMO. Senior All-American Isaiah Canaan gave up his starting spot for Burge.

RACERS LOOK
TOWARD

NASHVILLE
AFTER SENIOR
NIGHT LOSS
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Even though the scoreboard
looked far from what most people would have envisioned,
there was more won than lost
Saturday night at the CFSB
Center.
Murray State bid farewell to
six seniors — including the
three winningest players of alltime — with an 84-68 loss to
Southeast Missouri State.
The Racers defeat was overshadowed by something bigger
than basketball, though.
Prior to the game, senior AllAmerican Isaiah Canaan gave
up his starting spot to fellow
senior, walk-on Jordan Burge.
Murray State head coach Steve
Prohm obliged, which made for
one of the most emotional starting lineup announcements in
Murray State history.

Especially for Burge.
"'Sip(Canaan) had been bugging coach for a few days about
starting me," Burge said. "...'Sip
was bugging and bugging him
for me to start, so he and I had a
little moment at half court. I told
him I appreciated it a lot, it
meant a lot to me."
Canaan entered the game for
Burge — who didn't get his first
career basket — at the 16:59
mark of the first half to a standing ovation. Burge and Canaan
shared a quick embrace and then
the moment was over.
For Burge, however, that
moment will last forever.
Even SEMO head coach
Dickey Nutt, who said he had no
clue Canaan wasn't starting,
noted the move by Murray
State's star guard.
"What a great thing, what a
great story," Nutt said. "We didn't know that, we were planning
on Isaiah starting. But that just
tells you a little about the kind of
guy that he is.
"It didn't make a difference,
it didn't matter to the game. But
what it did, it did make a difference in (Burge's) life, and for
the rest of his life he's going to
be able to say he started at
•See RACERS,9A

OVC WOMENS BASKETBALL: SEMO 61, MURRAY STATE 58

Racer women fall in season finale
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
It certainly didn't go the way
Rob Cross and his four seniors
drew it up, but that's all right for
now.

Even though the Racers
dropped a 61-58 senior night
decision to Southeast Missouri
State Saturday, Murray State is
still heading to Nashville for the
OVC Tournament.
That, senior Tessa Elkins
said. makes Saturday's loss to
the Redhawks a little easier to

back of the rim as time expired,
bear.
"It's a bittersweet feeling I said the Racers know what they
guess," she said. "The good need to do before Nashville to
news is we are moving on to the make sure it's more than just a
postseason. But that was the last one-day trip.
"I think we just have to play
time you are going to play in this
gym and possibly ever play in together as a team," she said.
"We most certainly have to
Murray. Ky. again.
'That's just not something rebound and we have to contest
that's quite sank in yet. You shots, even people who aren't
might only have one game left, considered shooters, they are
going to make them when they
you just never know."
Mariah are open because they are in colsenior
Fellow
Robinson, whose game-tying 3- lege. I definitely think that's
point attempt caromed off the going to be two or three things

that we have to do to move forward."
Against Southeast Missouri
State Cross said the Racers did
exactly what Robinson said they
can't — give up open shots.
The Redhawks shot just over
44 percent from the floor on 23
for 52 shooting, and most of
their made shot attempts came
uncontested.
"I don't think we are playing
defense as good as we were,"
Cross said. "Maybe you giye a
•See WOMEN,9A

LAKERS HN1SH
AS RUNNER-UP
TO GRAVES
COUNTY FOR
REGIONAL TITLE
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Writer
The Calloway County Lakers
were stopped one game short
Sunday afternoon of making it
to the state tournament at Rupp
Arena.
Paducah
beating
After
Tilghman Monday night in
round one of the regional tournament and then St. Mary
Friday in the semifinal,
Calloway County moved on to
the 1st Region final against the
Eagles of Graves County.
The Eagles were coming off
convincing wins over 4th
District power Marshall County
and Lone Oak in the earlier
rounds.
And they would not be
stopped.
The Lakers were not able to
keep up with Graves County,
falling 63-53 in the CFSB
Center.
"It's a tough loss," Calloway
County head coach Bruce Lane
said. "Every time we would get
back in the game, within two or
three points we never could get
big stop when we needed it. And
they would come down and get a
stop and they were coming
down and scoring. They were
very efficient on offense."
Graves County held the lead
all afternoon.
They started off on an 8-3 run
in the first quarter, eventually
turning that into a 17-9 gap at
the end of the period.
The Lakers would make
some noise in the second, closing the margin and getting to
within four points by the end of
the half but that would be it as
Graves County closed the door
on any comeback possibilities in
the second half.
-They're balanced, really
balanced," Lane said. "We got
beat by a very good team and a
well coached team. They just
executed a little better than we
did and shot the ball better than
we did."
The Lakers usual consistency
on the offensive side did not

show up as they had planned.
It was a tougher than average
shooting game for the Lakers as
they hit just 38.5 percent of their
shots from beyond the 3-point
line after starting the game off
going three for four from
beyond the arc.
They finished the game
shooting 46.7 percent from the
field as well.
"We got some good looks
inside that weren't falling for us
when we cut (the lead) to two,"
Lane said. "We got two good
looks and it, went from 34-32 to
38-32 real quick because they
scored on us. They guarded the
3-point line and they were just
three of 13 from the 3-point line
but a couple of them were really
big at the time. We were down
eight and they hit one that put it
to 11. It was just our inability to
get stops when we needed them
and they got stops when they
needed them."
The second half went much
like the first for Calloway
County.
They were able to get within
a score or two but were unable
to finish the comeback.
Graves
County
played
methodically on offense and
made it difficult for the Lakers
to get open shots and chip away
at the lead.
The Eagles shot 52.4 percent
in the second half on their way
to taking the 1st Region title.
They pushed the lead from four
at the break to 15 for a stretch in
the fourth quarter.
The Lakers tried to shoot
their way back into contention
hut came up short in the effort.
Parker Adams led Calloway
in scoring with 1,6 points. Wade
Carter added 12 points and
grabbed four rebounds.
Jake Williams had 16 points
and three boards for the Eagles.
Tournament MVP Tyler Starkey
tossed in 13 points and seven
rebounds.
Lane said the loss was not
due to a lack of effort and his
team will work to come back
and win the title next season.
"I was really proud of the
effort the guys gave, we just
missed some key shots," he said.
"I was proud of the effort. We
never quit and I'm just proud of
the guys.
"I thought we had a really
good year. We were 23-9 and
•See LAKERS,9A
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COLLEGE BASEBALL

.dger.com

;HIP:
CO. 53

'Breds drop Sunday twinbill to Canisius
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
Murray State had its chance
to take command of Sunday's
first game of a twinbill against
Canisius.
Instead the Thoroughbreds
let that chance slip through their
hands and dropped both games
against the Golden Griffs at
Reagan Field.
Brandon Eggenschwiler hit a
three-run homer, Murray's first
of the season, in the fifth inning
to give Murray a 4-2 lead. But
the 'Breds left the bases-loaded
in the sixth and watched
Canisius take the lead in the seventh and eventually score a 6-5
win in 10 innings.
Sunday's second game, a
seven-inning contest, was a 11-4
win for Canisius.
Murray left 14 runners on
base in the first game.
"We've got to get to where
we can take a lead on somebody
and shut them down," Murray
State coach Rob McDonald said.
" It's going to come with some
better pitching, with people
understanding their roles and
hopefully, as some of these guys
get some more experience — we
will do a better job with it."
With Murray holding a 4-2

From MSU Athletics

Murray State shortstop Noah Zipko waits on the ball while
a Canisius player tries to take second base Sunday at
Reagan Field.
lead in the seventh, Canisius
Tim Vonder Haar t1-2) took
pushed across a run and then the loss after allowing one run
took the lead on an RBI single on two hits and three strikeouts
Jon
from first baseman Jimmy over three innings.
Lupens, who had three hits in Fitzsimmons t 1-0) earned the
the game.
victory after striking out four
Murray tied the game in the and walking one over 2.2
bottom of ,the eighth as innings.
In Sunday's second game.
Eggenschwiler drove in Ty
Stetson, who had reached on a Murray started with a 2-0 lead
after Brandon Elliott singled
single.
But Lupens reached on a sin- and Eggenschwiler and Mike
Kozlowski walked. Dylan
gle and scored in the 10th.

Wheeler drove in a run with a
fielder's choice to first base and
Eggenschwiler scored on an
errant throw.
But the Griffs scored one run
in the second and plated four in
the third on five hits. They broke
up a close game with five runs in
the seventh on the way to the
win..
Alex Gordon (0-1) took the
loss after allowing four runs on
four hits in two-plus innings of
work. Devon Stewart (I -1 )
earned the victory after allowing
three runs, on earned, on four
hits over six innings.
Brandon Elliott was 2 for 4
for Murray State.
After losing all three to
Canisius, Murray State falls to
4-7. The 'Breds host Southern
Illinois Tuesday at 2 p.m. Before
traveling to Morehead State to
open conference play next week.
"I felt like we stepped back
on a lot of things this weekend,"
McDonald said. "We didn't
swing the bat well and we didn't
pitch very well either. That's a
recipe for not having a very
good weekend. Hopefully, we
will be able to get the game in
Tuesday. have a couple of good
days of practice and get some
things ironed out.-

COLLEGE SOFTBALL
For the Ledger
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Racers split at Magic City Sunday afternoon
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State softball
team split their final two games of
the Magic City Classic in
Birmingham, Ala., on Sunday by
topping Nicholls State. 3-2, and
falling to UAB,2-0.
In the first game, the Racers
(5-8) were first on the board in
the top of the first when Mo
Ramsey, who reached on a single,
scored on a wild pitch from
Nicholls pitcher Ashton Bennett.
However, the Colonels (7-10)
answered in the bottom of the
second when Leah Andrus led off
the inning with a home run to tie

the game at one.
In the third. Murray surged
ahead when they capped their
scoring with two run in the top
of the frame. Alexa Becker started the two-out rally when she
doubled to center. field. In the
next at bat, Casey Castile struck
out. but reached first on a passed
ball that also allowed Becker to
cross the plate.
Castile moved up to second on
an error during Leslie Bridge's at
bat and was brought home in the
next at bat with an RBI-single
from Ellyn Troup. The Colonels
pulled within one in the fifth with

an RBI-single form Brittany third and sixth innings, but
Marcet. but that would be as close Murray State was unable to push
as they would get. as MSU held runs across and fell, 2-0.
Ramsey notched her third hit
on for the one-run win.
the day in the game, while
of
moved
to
Gaskey
CheyAnne
2-3 on the year after tossing her Bridges and Shelbey Miller also
in the contest.
third complete game of the sea- garnered hits
Kosmecki (3-5) took the
Shelby
son. Gaskey allowed two runs off
loss for the Racers after allowing
of six hits with six strikeouts and
two run on seven hits with three
just three walks over seven com- strikeouts over six innings of
plete innings.
work.
In the second game against
Following Sunday's games,
UAB,the Racers had trouble get- Ramsey was named to the Magic
ting their offense going and only City Classic All-Tournament
tallied three hits in the contest. Team. On the weekend, she
The Blazers did their
•See SOFTBALL, 10A
with a pair of RBI

•Women...
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY.753-3415

State Auto

Van HaversioLli

KHSAA Sports
Boys Basketball
1st Region Tournament
at CFSB Center
Monday
Calloway Co 62 Paducah Tilghman 44
St Mary 69 Carlisle Co 62
Tuesday
Graves Co 58 Marshall Co 44
Lone Oak 67 Fulton City 33
Friday
Calloway Co 39 St Mary 37
Graves Co 61 Lone Oak 43
Sunday
Championship
Graves Co 63 Graves Co 53
KHSAA Sports
Gins Basketball
1st Region Tournament
at CFSB Center
Wednesday
Graves Co 50. Lone Oak 49
Murray High 92 Hickman Co 25
Thursday
Marshall Co 52. Carlisle Co 16
Paducah Tilghman 60. Mayheld 37
Today
Graves Co vs Murray High, 6 pm
Marshall Co vs Paducah Tilghman,
7:45 p.m
Tuesday
Championship
Graves Co /Murray High vs Marshall
Co /Paducah Tilghman

OVC Sports
Mena Basketball
Saturday
Southeast MISSOUri State 84 Murray
State 68
Belmont 78 Jacksonville State 71
Eastern Illinois 61 Sill-Edwardsville 46
Austin Peay 91 UT-Martin 58
Tennessee Tech 72 Morehead State 88
Tennessee State as Eastern Kentucky
81 (OT)
Wednesday
OVC Tournament
First Round
at Municipal Auditorium, Nashville
UT-Martin vs Morhead State 6 p is
Eastern Illinois vs Southeast Missouri
State 8 p m
Womens Basketball
Saturday
Southeast Missouri State 61 Murray
State 58
Belmont 69. Jacksonville State 49
UT-Martin 81. Austin Peay 64
Tennessee State 69 Eastern Ky 66
Tennessee Tech 73, Morehead St 53
SIU-Edwardsvtile 70. Eastern in 62
Wednesday
OVC Tournament
First Round
at Municipal Auditorium, Nashville
Murray State vs Eastern Ky Noon
Tenn State vs SIU-Ectwardsvele 2 pm

III Racers...
From Page 8A
Murray State and played in front
of a packed house.
"And that's something big."
Canaan. still finished with a
game-high 22 points, just one
shy of reaching the 2.0(X)careerpoint plateau. Three other
Racers finished in double-figures — including seniors Ed
Daniel and Stacy Wilson — and
while the beginning of Saturday
night clearly out-shined the latter part. there was plenty of devastation in the Murray State
locker room.
"I hate it for our six seniors,"
Prohm said. "And the season is
not over by any stretch, but just
for their last home game to end
like this because of what they
mean to me and what they mean
to this program.
"It told them in the locker
room, there's a new beginning
when we walk out of this room.
Outside of last year, for every
year I can remember you had to
go down.and win two games in
Nashville (to get to the NCAA
Tournament) anyway: That
needs to be our -focus and we
will be ready and as prepared as
we can possibly be come Friday,
I promise you that."
The Racers trailed SEMO by
as much as 11 in the first half,
but climbed out of the hole for a
two point lead with 17:23 left to
play.
Murray State wouldn't hold
on to the lead, however, as the
Redhawks hot shooting didn't
subside late in the game.
SEMO finished 12 for 19 for
63.2 percent from 3-point range.
and Prohm said Murray State
has to defend better than that to

win.
"You have to be able to
defend at a high, high level,"
said. "Offense can carry you
far, but defense is what makes
up great, great teams.And we've,
got that in us, we just have to be;
locked in on the defensive end."
The Racers struggled with
SEMO's four-guard attack and
couldn't survive the blistering
shooting of AJ Jones and Corey
Wilford.
The duo combined to fire 9
for 13 from 3-point range, with
Jones going a perfect 4 for 4, ini
a performance that was nothing
short of impressive to Prohm.
'"Every one of them, when,
the shot it I said,'Man, that one
is in too. That one is in too,—,
Prohm said."Some of it was our
defense, our rotations — we
were really struggling guarding
the dribble.
"They'really.sold out to playing four guards a majority of the!
game. and every one of them
can shoot. ...They can all make'
shots and you have to be very!
disciplined against teams when
you are playing four guards."
And while the Racers
dropped the final two home,
games of the season and seem to.
be struggling entering this
week's OVC Tournament,
Prohm said Saturday's loss is far
from the end of the line.
"This loss tonight doesn't
define our team," he said. "It
doesn't define myself, it doesn't
define my staff, it doesn't define
this senior class. I said all year
that we will be heard from
again.
"I promise you that and I
promised those guys in the lockCT room."
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SAINT JOSEPH LONDON
HEART PATIENTS
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$4.99

CASTLEMAN TIRE
B REPAIR, INC.

$5.99

TIRES

Burger & Fries
84.99 until 5:00 • $5.99 after 5:00

•Lakers
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we'll take that most years. We
won 14 out of 17 coming down
the stretch since January 5th. We
won our district which was big.
I'm really proud of the year we
had. Now we're going to get
some well deserved rest but the
bulk of these guys will be back.'
While the Lakers season is
over the Eagles move on to play
Ohio County Wednesday night
for the KHSAA Boys Sweet
Sixteen Basketball Tournament
at Rupp Arena.

TRIMS

Chicken Tender Basket
84.88 until 5:00 • $5.98 after 5:00

FRI.& SAT.,.Fish 'N Chips $8.99
8 oz. Sirloin Steak $12

Check out our NEW MENU!
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(270) 762-0022 • www.nicksmurray.com
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NASCAR

Edwards ends long drought at Phoenix
By JOHN MARSHALL
AP Sports Writer
AVONDALE, Ariz.(AP) —
Carl Edwards climbed from his
car, stood on the door and landed a backflip near the finish
line. He then hopped vp on the
wall in front of the grandstand,
grabbed the checkered flag and
waded into the crowd, trading
• high-fives with fans.
After a miserable week at
Daytona, Edwards had plenty to
celebrate.
That it came at Phoenix
International Raceway only
seemed fitting.
Coming through on his
promise to dominate after his
Daytona disaster, Edwards
pulled away on a late restart and
snapped a 70-race winless
streak on Sunday, the second
long drought he's ended at
Phoenix.
"This win feels as good or
better as any win I've ever had,"
Edwards said.
Edwards had a rough 2012
season, missing the Chase for
the championship. His downward spiral continued at
ROSS D. FRANKLIN / AP Photo
Daytona, where he wrecked five
Carl Edwards performs a flip in front of his crew as he cel- cars. On his way out of Florida,
ebrates winning the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series auto Edwards said he 'as ready to
dominate and win at Phoenix.
race, Sunday, March 3, 2013, in Avondale, Ariz.

He did Just that, leading the
final 78 laps on the 312-lap race
around PIR's odd-shaped oval in
the first non-restrictor-plate race
with NASCAR's new Gen-6 car.
Edwards got a good push
from defending Sprint Cup
champion Brad Keselowski on
the restart with two laps left and
pulled away from there, winning for the first time since Las
Vegas in 2011.
After parking his car at the
finish line. Edwards landed his
first backflip in nearly two years
and celebrated with the fans —
just like he did at P1R after ending another 70-race winless
streak in 2010.
"I'm sure it's a relief for
someone like Carl," said Denny
Hamlin, who finished third and
had a long winless streak end at
Phoenix last year. "He's now
relevant again, he really is and
it's a good sign for their race
team for things to come."
The big duel came behind
Edwards.
Despite struggling with his
car most of the day, Hamlin
made a bold move on the last
lap with a- pass on the apron
below the dogleg. He popped up
alongside Daytona 500 winner
Jimmie - Johnson and the two

drag-raced to the finish, where
Johnson edged him by a few
inches.
Keselowski, who was outside Johnson during Hamlin's
move, finished fourth and Dale
Earnhardt Jr. ended up fifth.
"As far down as 1 was, I was
committed, there was nothing
that I was going to do where I
would back out," Hamlin said.
"I just hoped I would have just
slid in front of the 48, then you
risk getting punted and spun,
and your whole day you've
worked everything for is taken
away in a corner. I held my line
and thought I really did the right
thing and gave those guys room
to pass me back — and one of
them did."
The last Phoenix race, in
November, set up Keselowski
for his first Sprint Cup title after
Johnson blew a tire. It also featured quite a sideshow.
A running feud between
Clint Bowyer and Jeff Gordon
boiled over late in the race, setting off a brawl in the pits and
Bowyer on a WWE-style dash
to Gordon's hauler.
The drivers tried to downplay the confrontation after
arriving in the desert this week,
but it's been hard to avoid, with

video of the scrap-and-dash
being shown all over in promos
for the race and replays.
Ryan Newman had the only
dash this time around, running
across the track and away from
his car after it blew a right-front
tire for the second time in 140
laps.
Inside his car, Mark Martin
failed in his bid to become the
oldest Sprint Cup winner.
The 54-year-old became the
second-oldest driver to start on
the pole in a Sprint Cup car, a
few months short of Harry
Gant's mark. Martin led the first
49 laps and 26 more later on,
but couldn't sustain it in his bid
to become the oldest Sprint Cup
winner, finishing 21st.
"Obviously, it's a disappointing result for a great effort on
the weekend," Martin said."The
car was pretty fast, but we had
multiple problems today."
So did Danica Patrick, who
had a rough follow-up to her
breakthrough week at the
Daytona 500.
Patrick became the first
woman to win a pole and lead
during
laps
green-flag
NASCAR's season opener,
sending her popularity to a new
level.

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Kentucky falls at Arkansas
By KURT VOIGT
AP Sports Writer
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP)
— Coty Clarke is feeling more
and more at home toward the
end of his first season at
Arkansas.
Clarke did a lot of everything
when the Razorbacks needed it
the most on Saturday — finishing with 14 points and a careerhigh 12 rebounds as Arkansas
did its best to make a renewed
case for an NCAA tournament
bid with a convincing 73-60 win
over Kentucky.
The junior-college transfer
had six assists and three steals
for the Razorbacks (18-11: 9-7
Conference),
Southeastern
which improved to 11-4 at
home. Clarke is now averaging
12 points and 6.8 rebounds over
his last five games and the 6foot-7 forward showed off his
comfort level and versatility on
Saturday.
"It's become real comfortable
for me," Clarke said."My confidence, it's sky-high. I guess right
now, you could say."
Arkansas' only loss in Bud
Walton Arena this season came
to then-No. 6 Syracuse on Nov.
30 and it is now 33-4 at home
under second-year coach Mike
Anderson. Marshawn Powell
.had 15 points and BJ Young
added 13 for the Razorbacks,
which snapped a two-game losing streak with the win.
Arkansas native Archie
Goodwin led the Wildcats(20-9,
11-5) with 14 points, while
Willie Cauley-Stein had 13
points and 10 rebounds and
Ryan Harrow added 10 points.
After a tight first half,
Arkansas took control early in
the second and never let off the
intensity against the defending
national champions.
A sellout crowd of 18,139 in
Bud Walton Arena arrived early
and thrived on a serious of highlights for the Razorbacks — particularly as they pushed the lead
to as many as 15 points in the
second half.
! An 11-0 run early in the secOnd half — capped by a 3-pointand three-point play by
Powell — gave Arkansas a 43I lead and put it well on its way
to a much-needed win if the
school hopes to reach the NCAA
tournament for the first time
since 2008.
"I was concerned about how
we would respond coming off a
tough loss on the road at LSU,"
Anderson said "But I thought

•Softball...
From Page 9A
turned in a .357 average with four
hits, two RBIS, one run and went
a perfect 4-for-4 on the base
paths.
On 'Saturday, the Racers will
make the short drive to
Evansville, Ind., for the
Evansville Invitational. While in
Evansville. Murray State will
play two games each against
Bowling Green and the host
Purple Aces.

we came out and we did what
we normally do here, we
defended.
"We tried to make the game
as chaotic as we could, and I
thought that was the difference
in the game."
Kentucky, which had won
three straight, closed with within 45-40 after a 3-pointer by
Alex Poythress, but that was as
close as it would get.
Young answered with a layup on the other end for the
Razorbacks, starting a 7-0 run
which put them up 52-40 and
effectively put the game out of
reach for the Wildcats — which
committed 19 turnovers that led
to 30 points for Arkansas.
The Razorbacks, next to last
in the SEC in rebounding maroutreboundedalso
gin,
Kentucky 44-37 — including 20
offensive rebounds.
"We weren't as -tough as
them, and we didn't play as hard
as them," Kentucky coach John
Calipari said. "They wanted the
game more than us, and that
team usually wins. •
"And they did."
Clarke, in just his 10th start
of his first season for the
Razorbacks as a junior-college
transfer, had the final six points
of the run. His put-back of a
Young miss and following free
throw to complete the threepoint play put Arkansas up 5040, and he followed that
moments later by grabbing his
eighth rebound — leading to a
foul by Kentucky and two more
'free throws.
Arkansas led 32-29 at halftime despite shooting only 30.8
percent (12 of 39) in the half.
The Razorbacks did so behind
seven points from Powell in 11
minutes, and they scored 13
Kentucky
points off 11
turnovers.
The Wildcats went up 12-6
early after a free throw by

Goodwin, who led Little Rock's
Sylvan Hills High School to an
Arkansas state championship a
year ago, but the turnovers
began to take its toll after that.
Young followed Goodwin's
free throw with a lay-up on the
other end, beginning a 12-2 run
that gave the Razorbacks the
lead for the first time and ended
with them ahead 18-14 following a free throw by Young. The
sophomore entered the game 2
of 19 from the field over his previous two games, but he finished
5 of 13 from the field on
Saturday.
was harassed
Goodwin
throughout by the Arkansas
crowd during his return to his
home state, greeted with boos
during -pre-game warm-ups and
throughout. He finished 5 of 8
from the field, 4 of 9 from the
free throw line.
"It doesn't make me feel bad
at all because I'm not from
Fayetteville," Goodwin said.
"I'm from Little Rock.
"Everybody in Little Rock,
loves me. That's all that matters •
GARETH PATTERSON AP Photo
to me."
Jarrod Poison put Kentucky Kentucky's Willie Cauley-Stein (15) fights for the ball under the basket against
back ahead 26-25 with a pair of Arkansas' Hunter Mickelson (21) during the first half of an NCAA college basketball
free throws, the last lead the game in Fayetteville, Ark., Saturday, March 2, 2013..
Wildcats had in losing for the
first time since an 88-58 setback
to Tennessee. That was their first
game without the nation's leading shot blocker, Nerlens Noel,
following a season-ending knee
injury.
Kentucky had won three
straight since then, including an
85-55 thrashing of Mississippi
State earlier in the week, but
they had no answer for
Arkansas' home magic on
Saturday.
"I'm real surprised," SteinCauley said. "To me, it felt like
we had turned the corner from
this right here, what we just
went through. It seemed like we
were past that."
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If you experience difficulty hearing....
look to the professionals at Stone-Lang.
The area's premier
hearing aid provider!

Serving Calloway Countyfor 23 years!
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